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HOT PURSUIT

IDENTITY CRISIS

Credit card fraud
danger to students

Knights hope to catch Meqiphis run game and
pick up third straight win - SEESPORTS,81
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www.UCFnews.com • Thursda» October 6, 2005

Gunfire ends in loitering, prowliitg charges
Residents petition for more lighting, security wall after second incident in a year
MARK JUSTICE
Senior Staff Writer

.

'

Gunfire early Monday
morning caused damage to one
Pegasus Landing apartment,
led to charges of loitering and
prowling against five individuals and shook up countless students.
After UCFPD responded to
the shots, they .searched the
property and found five individuals - Derek Shaw, Jose

Campos, Krishna Holness~
Peter Roque and Nathanael
Desmornes, who was hiding
under a car. The individuals
were all charged with loitering
and one was held in custody.
No gun was found.
Schyrena Bundrage, Pegasus
landing resident, remembers
hearing six to eight gunshots
and rushing to her bedroom
window where she saw a dark
figure running north along the
Pegasus Landing property.

E~cited by the commotion,
Bundrage joined a. crowd of
other residents outside her
building.
"I was really scared," Bundrage said. "It was c~azy drama,
like a movie ... not something
from real life."
Frightened residents lined
the sidewalks Monday morning, many of them on the phone
and some still in pajamas.
Soon, though, resid~nt assistants and UCF police officers

ordered students to return to
their apartments, saying that
they were still searching for a
susp~ct.

Unwilling to miss the
excitement, some residents
watched the search that would
eventually lead to an arrest
from the balconies and stairwells of the surrounding build-·
ings.
·
As a helicopter searched the
nearby woods with a spotlight
and police dogs patrolled the

Campos

property in search of suspects,
the gravity of the situation
became clear for one resident,
who wished to remain anony-_
mous.
"I was woken up by the
shots, I thought they were fire-
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President Hitt approves task force recommendations
SEAN LAVIN
Senior StaffWriter

T

•

he popular practice of chugging beer from a hose attached to an bongs was first raised by InterFraternity Council President Trent Scott,
oil funnel during UCF football tailgates has been officially also a member of President Hitt's Leadership·Council, who was rec;ntly
banned in the wake of UCF Police Officer Mario Jenkins' death. appointed to the advisory body.
SGA Student Body President W'tllie Bentley Jr. said early in the advising
Banning tlie devices, knoWn as beer bongs, is among a list of
measures the task force studying alcohol use at large UGF events process that he would fight to protect students' rights and tailgating privirecommended President John Hitt enact before Saturday's home game leges, including avoiding bans on beer bongs.
''I'm not against panning beer bongs,'' Bentley said. ''What I'm against is
against Memphis.
_prohibiting students from doing things that aren't illegal."
Retired Navy Vice Adm. Al Harms, who is chairing
He pointed out that drinking beer out of a hose is not against
the ·task force, announced that Hitt
the law if the drinkers are oflegal age.
approved all of the task force's recHowever, Harms said Wednesday that beer funommendations Wednesday '
nels are now on an official Citrus Bowl list of
afternoon.
items that are prohibited from tailgate
The idea of
lots. Other prohibited items include
banning
couches and indoor furniture,
beerglass bottles and kegs.
"When you start prohibiting students from doing
things that aren't illegal,
it opens up a door for
students to be
restricted more,"
Bentley said.
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Desmomes

Roque

works,'' the student said. "I had
never heard gunshots before."
She said that about an hour
after the shots initially woke
her, she was awoken, this time,
PLEASE SEE

PEGASUS ON A2

Run-off
brings
Whitaker
to Senate
Only 100 voted, SGA
Senate retreat the
next step in annµal
orientation process
MARK JUSTICE
Senior Staff Write

SGA Senate elections came to an
end this week with less than 100
run-off votes electing Sean Whitaker as the student senator for Seat 2 in
the College of Health and Public
Affairs.
.
Whitaker was "very excited" to
hear the news Wednesday afternoon, and felt it was "good to see
that the effort was worthwhile."
Whitaker continued to use face
book groups to stir student interest
this week, as he has throughout his
campaign, but he also reserved a
table in front of the Health and Public Affairs I Building.
The biggest challenge, Whitaker
said, was to convince·students who
did not understand the run-off
process to vote again.
"It's something I've wanted since
I was a freshman." Whitaker said."
Whitaker, a junior legal studies
major, works as a paralegal with a
local law firm, and hopes to attend .
law school after graduating UCF.
Ultimately, he· would like to campaign for a state or local office.
The newly elected senator hopes
to go to work for the students as
soon as possible and make his mark
on· campus. One of his goals is to
improve student interest in Student
Government Association.
"SGA is nothing without the support of the student body, so if the
38th Student Senate is going to be
characterized as a success we must
actively seek to rekindle student
interest and support.
- Before he can work toward these
goals, Whitaker said he must first
"learn the ins-and-outs of how the
Senate works."
Whitaker will receive the trainPLEASE SEE SENATE ON

A7

•

New program still focused
on rewarding good behavior
NAOMI RINGER
Senior StaffWriter

,,

Despite scrutiny from university and local officials after
the death ofa UCF police officer at the Sept. 24 home football game, the Good Sport
Program rewards students
who are tailgating responsibly.
The Alcohol and Other
Drug Prevention Program-

ming Office (AOD) lias partnered with City Beverages
and the Orange County Community Traffic Safety Team to
"challenge the perception that
[students are] going out there
and raising hell,'' said Tqm
Hall, director of the AOD, ·
which oversees the program.·
"We plan to continue our
PLEASE SEE

GOOD ON A7

Greek alumnus 'collects for fund
Kevan Stone reaches out to students in Jenkins' name
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

UCF and SunTrust Bank
teamed up last week to colfect donations for a trust fund
to benefit the family ofMario
Jenkins, the UCF police officer killed in the line of duty at
the Sept. 24 UCF football
game tailgate.
One UCF alumnus and

campus business operator
took the fundraising process
into his own hands. Kevan
Stone, who runs Greek
Unique in the Student Union,
called upon fraternity and
sorority members at UCF to
make a difference and reach
into their pockets . to help
raise money for the trust
fund.
On the Sunday following

Jenkins' death, Stone attended his fraternity's chapter
meeting and asked his Kappa
Sigma brothers to donate
whatever they could afford.
Many ofhis brothers chipped
in and began what has turned
into a successful collection
process.
"When
the
tragedy
PLEASE SEE

•

Kevan Stone,
who
operates
Greek
Unique in
the UCF
Student
Union, has
helped
collect
$1,850

towards a
trust fund
for the
family of late
UCF Police
Officer Mario
Jenkins.
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AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Depression screening day

Celena Buskirk, original prankster
I

The Odyssey Challenge Course leader is known for her over-the-top antics
KRISTIN DAVIS
Contributing Writer

To honor National Depression Screening Day, the UCF
Counseling Center will provide
free, anonymous depression
screenings from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. today in the Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom or at the
Counseling Center.
For information, call Germayne Graham at 407-823-2811.

Celena Buskirk wiped the
sweat from her forehead with
her hand and onto ·her khaki
shorts. Her legs were covered
in dirt, an accessory she wore
so often that it was almost a
part of her work uniform.
Her office, a 48-foot-high
challenge course called the
..
Odyssey, has no walls but does
have a nice view of a nearby
Hear award-winning author
lake. She works as an outdoor
Stuart Dybek, author of the
adventure coordinator for
short-story collections I Sailed
UCF's Recreation and Wellwith Magellan and The Coast of
ness Center.
Chicago, ·will read parts of his
"I could never work a typii- ,
work at 4 p.m. today in the Stucal 9 to 5 office job," Buskirk, 31,
dent Union Pegasus Ballroom.
Said.
I
Dybek is the first speaker in
With
her
zarty
personality
this year's UCF Writers in the
and
prankster·
antics,
nothing
Sun series. Dybek won several .
about her is typical, according
Pulitzer Prizes and the 0.
'1
to
friends and co-workers.
Henry Award for short fiction.
"She shows she cares about
COURTESY CELENA BUSKIRK
For information, call Jocelyn
people by picking on them and Celena Buskirk, an outdoor adventure coordinator for the UCF Rec and Wellness Center, lives a life that is all about having fun.
Bartkevicus at 407-823-6157.
playing jokes on them," co.
worker Dawn Aiello said. "She dents leadership and coopera- itive streak. In high school, she recruiters ' took notice of
Candle-lighting ceremony
once dumped a cooler full of tion skills through team-build- excelled in volleyball, softball Buskirk as well. In a pile of
There will be a memorial
resume·s and applications,
water
.on my head after work. '_ing activities on the challenge and basketball.
service for Officer Mario Jenkcourse.
Buskirk
"I
didn't
understand
games·
was hand-selected to
She
must
care
·about
me
a·
lot."
ins tonight at 6:30 p.m. in front
"I
love
making
ah impact in growing up unless they liad a run the .Odyssey Challenge
Buskirk
said
that
her
life
is
.
of the Reflection Pond
clear winner or loser," Buskirk Course, one of only a few
all about having fun. She has a other people's lives," she said.
The service will include a
Her
dad
had
the
biggest
said. ''.And I wanted to be the courses of its type in the Unitof
gag
cloth~s and
collection
· presentation by Student Body
impact
on
her
life,
she
said.
winner."
wigs
that
she
wears
when
she
ed States.
President Willie Bentley Jr., a
He
taught
her
to
live
every
continued
to
play
"I think she was chosen
She
up
friends
from
the
airpicks
candle-lighting ceremony and a
day to the fullest, she said He sports in college at the Univer.:. because of her energy and her
port.
tribute to Jenkins read by Kevan
"I have a leopard outfit and died of cancer when Buskirk sity of North Florida, where genuine interest in helping
Stone. Nice dress is required
she majored in health science. people improve,'' co-worker
clothes
from the 70s and '80s was just 13 years old
For more .information, call
"We
had
him
around
a
lot
"I didn't think I was ever James Stafford said.
that
I'll
wear,"
Buskirk
said.
Tom Evelyn at 407-823-0524.
Since the program's open''.And then there's the mullet longer than we thought we going to graduate," Buskirk
were going to,'' Buskirk said
"I
felt
completely
lost.
It
said.
ing
a year ago, there has y~t to
and
afro
Wig
...
those
are
fun."
Brand new play at UCF Theatre·
'Buskirk's
faith
has
helped
was
the
most
challenging
time
be
a . single injury on the
She
is
no
stranger
to
living
Margo Veil: An Entertainher cope with the loss of her in my life."
course,
Buskirk said. Her goal
on
the
edge.
Her
motto
is
to
ment will open at 8 p.m. today
father.
Although
she
was
raised
After
graduation,
Buskirk
is
to
keep
it that way.
"live
life
out
loud"
·
in the Biack Box Theatre on the
in
a
Christian
household,
she
Buskirk
skydived
from
"It's
a
lot
of responsibility to
landed
a
job
at
a
ropes
course
main campus.
said she didn't follow the in Texas. She had found her take a leadership role in a new
15,000
feet
to
celebrate
turning
Margo Veil is a new work by
program,'' Buskirk said. "But I
30. Her favorite pastimes lifestyle until she was a teenag- calling.
Obie-award winning player.
"I
remember
the
first
group
like to be cruillenged and I love
include
white-water
rafting
wpght Len Jenkin. It opens
Growing up, Buskirk's older I facilitated on the course was what I do."
and
rock
climbing
in
West
Vrrt6day and will run until Oct. 23.
brother used to tease her that from a corporation," Buskirk
Today, Buskirk still searches
ginia.
For more information or to
to
be
a
boy.
she
was
meant
said
:·one
lady
in
the
grqup
for
ways to challenge herself
She
isn't
all
play.
Buskirk
is
purchase tickets, call the UCF
one
to
conform,
she
Never
told
me
'You're
really
good
at
and
keep everyone else on
her
career.
passionate
about
box office at 407-823-1500.
"She truly enjoys taking the said that she played with race this,' and when comments kept their toes.
'MI know is there is no one
time to work with people and cars while her friends played coming in like that, I knew I
Communications school party
with
Barbie
dolls.
had
found
what
I
wanted
to
do
else
like her,'' Aiello.said. ''Just
really
stretching
them
to
UCF's advertising/public
The
self-proclaimed
with
my
life."
watch
out when yo-u see her
grow,"
Aiello
said.
relations club, Quotes, is throwIt wasn't long before UCF with a water cooler."
:Suskirk teaches college stu- tomboy said she has a competing a party for all UCF communications students from noon
to 3 p.m. Friday at Lake Claire.
The event, C-Day, offers students and teachers a chance to
Residents later heard had been charged with the would be meeting with her
socialize and enjoy free food, a
FROM Al
reports
that police had located same.
daughter promptly, as of Tueslive DJ, games and prizes.
the five individuals most likely
Williamson did not con- day evening, she had not spoFor more information, call
by a police officer. The police . involved in the incident hiding firm or deny any of the theo- ken "with anyone with more
Laura Kem at 407-729-0124.
officer told her that what she underneath cars in the area.
ries surrounding the incident, authority than the resident
had mistaken for .fireworks
Because a gun could not be saying only, "Most of the , assistants of the complex.
Ponder life's origins with experts
were actually gunshots, and located, these individuals apartments in East Orange
Monday' morning's gunfrre
The UCF Symposium on the
.
that
one
of
the
bullets.
had
occurred
less then a year after
were
charged
·
witl}
loitering
County,
South
Seminole
Origins of Life will be held from
pierced her window, traveled and prowling. One of them County and UCF experience Tarvin S. Kennon was shot to
4 p.m. to 9 p.m. Friday in Com. through her closet doors and was held in custody,
car burglaries. We are working death while allegedly attemptmunications Building Room
bedroom wall and landed in
Little has been made public collectively on this problem."
ing to purchase cocaine at the
101, and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturthe
living
room.
about
the
cause
of
the
inciThe
anonymous
resident
complex.
·
day in Health and Public Affairs
As shaken students contin- dent.
said she won't move because
Residents who are conBuilding Room 119.
ued to watch the search in the
An e-mail sent to the man- of the incident, and still feels cerned that this is not the first
John D. Barrow, award-winglow
of
police
lights,
the
agement
of Pegasus Landing safe in her Pegasus Landing of such iricidents at the comning cosmologist from.the Unialarmed resident was con- was answered by UCFPD Sgt. apartment. She was frustrated plex, and fear that it may not
versity of Cambridge, and
fronted with another surprise. Troy Williamson.
with the response of the com- be the last, are circulating petiAlbert Libchaber, a leading
"We
had
to
sp~nd
the
night
confirmed
that
Williamson
tions demanding more lightplex.
researcher on the origins of life
with friends ... my bedfoom an individual had been taken
Although her mother had ing and a wall to discourage
from Rockefeller University,
was now a crime scene,'' she into custody for loitering and been told over the phone that unwanted non-residents from
will speak Friday. Saturday, six
said.
prowling, and that four others Pegasus Landing management visiting the complex.
UCF student researchers will
present lectures and compete
for a cash prize for the most
scholarly presentation on the
origins of life.
For more information, call
TODAY IN DETAIL
High:86°
Thomas Selby at 407-823-6752
Today: Scattered showers, thunder- v ~ ~CATTEREDT-STORMS Low:72°
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Pegasus.re_sident's apartment now a crime scene

LOCAL WEATHER

~Friday

Today

SCATTERED T-STORMS

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. 'D eadliries are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition.

U
~F
ALUMNI

High: 86° Low: 76°

storms mainly in the afternoon.40
percent chance of rain.
Tonight: Scattered showers and
thunderstorms. 40 percent chance of
rain. Rainfall possibly over one inch.

QSaturday
j~! ISOLATEDT-STORMS

High:88°
Low:70°

NATION&
WORLD

HILLAH, Iraq - A bomb
exploded at the entrance of a
Shiite Muslim mosque south
of Baghdad as hundreds of
worshippers gathered for
prayers on the first day of •
Ramadan and for the funeral
of a man killed in an earlier
bombing. At least 25 people
were killed and 87 wounded.
The explosion hit the Hus-·
seiniyat Ibn al-Nama mosque,
ripping through strings of
light bulbs and green and red •
flags hung around the
entrance to celebrate the start
of the holy month.
The mosque's facade was..
ravaged, shops nearby wer_e·
destroyed and several cars
were damaged.
Hundreds ofmen had gathered at the mosque, located in
the center of Hillah, for
prayers before returning
home to eat the meal that
ends the day's sunrise to sunset fast, when the blast went
off at 6p.m.
It was the second major
bomb attack in a week in
Hillah, one of the most insurgent-hit towns in southern
Iraq, the heartland of the Shiite majority.
Al-Qsiida in Iraq, one of the
country's deadliest militant
groups, has called for stepped
· up attacks during Ramadan ·•
and has declared an all-out
war on Iraq's Shiites.
'
The blast also was the latest in a string of attacks by •
Sunni-led insurgents that have
targeted Shiite Muslims in the
lead-up to an Oct. IS referendum on Iraq's new constitution. Insurgents have vowed
to wreck the vote.

•

•
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•
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Hurricane Stan death toll rises in
Central America from mudslides
SAN SAtVADOR, El Salvador - Authorities searched
flooded and mud-caked communities Wednesday for victims of storms spawned by
Hurricane Stan that left a trail
of destruction and killed 82
people across Central America.
The former Category 1hurricane had weakened to a
depression over the sout:p.em
Mexican state of Oaxaca on
Wednesday.
W;hile the worst seemed to
be over in some areas, authorities were still searching for .
victims from the high winds
and rain that washed out
bridges, tore down roofs and
inundated highways.
Officials in El Salvador's
capital said 49 people had
been killed, mostly due to
mudslides unleashed by two
days of rain.
More than 16,700 Salvadorans had fled their homes for
167 shelters nationwide.
Among those evacuated
were residents of Santa Tecla,
outside the capital, and San
Salvador, where a strong
earthquake caused a massive
landslide in January 2001.
Officials have worried the
mountain running alongside
the neighborhood might collapse again with heavy rains ,
or another quake.
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"Bridging Generations"

Social Anxiety
Do you avoid social situations?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Famil1 weekend Tent Partv
samrdav. October 22. 2005

Celebrate Family Weekend with the UCF Alumni
Association. The tent party will feature a BBQ feast,
giveaways and special appearances
by Knightro and the UCF cheerleaders.

Vlsn www.ucfalumnl.com for more Into.
Register bv calllnu l401J UCF-AlUM.

•Sad, worthless or guilty
•Trouble eating or sleeping
• No motivation
• Difficulty concentrating
• Feeling downhearted or blue

Fear meeting people
Feel like you are being judged
Avoid speaking in front of others
Dislike parties
·
Fear embarrassing yourself
.
Feel trapped at times due to your fears

Tum that frown up-side down

CNS Healthcare in Orlando is conducting a medical research
study for adults, ages 18-65, who are e><periencing these symptoms.
Study participants will receive compensation for time and travel
associated with the study. No over night stay is required. Call to
schedule your appointment. · ·

I O~lce Hours: Mon-Thur 8am-6pm & Friday Sam-noon I
407-425-5100
1-877-926-5100

www.cnshealthcare.com

Research Is the Answer
C2005.Clnleel N~$~.

IOQ.

•

Bomb blast at Shiite mosque kills
at least 25 worshippers

PLEASESEE

The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968

•

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

If you are expertenclrrg any of these symptoms, you may be depressed. Dr. Linda
Harper of CNS Healthcare Irr Or1ando, who has conducted over 70 FDA approved
clinical trials, Is corrductirrg a medical research study for Individuals 18·80 years of
age who are experiencing the symptoms of depression. If you enter the study, all
study-related medical care will be provided at no charge and you may be
compensated up to $350 for time and travel. CNS Healthcare strives to Improve the
llves of everyone experiencing depression. Research Is the answer to finding new
treatment options. Call today for more lrrfonnatlon.
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PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS
~- 48 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $258 ·
which includes sewrity deposit, PLUS first payment +
. TT&L. See dealer for details. leasing WA.C thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/3V05

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

New Jetta rated as a "Best
Pick" in Side ·impact Test•

I·II

- Based On Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Side Impact Test

I I
UBN'fO~TrAi

LEASE FOR

19-FOR 48 MONTHS

Auto, Air, 6-Disc CD Changer, P/Windows,
P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $319 which includes sewrity deposit, PLUS first payment + TT&L. See.
dealer for details. Leasing WA.C. th~u Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/3V05

2006 NEW .
BEETLE GL
P/W, P/L, Tilt, Cruise, ABS, CD,
Keyless Remote and Much More!

PER MONTH +
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

Turb 0 g-ieseI
Available

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $269 which includes sewrity deposit, PLUSfirst
payment + TT&L. See dealerfordetails. leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/3V05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
· • 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
2005 .·
T00AREG4X4

2005 NEW GTI
P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

Sound System One, All Power

PER MONTH+ .

PER MONTH + ...._.._..
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

rJ,~NJrtXoTCfHs BIG SELECTIONI

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $437 which includes sewrity deposit, PLUSfirst
payment + TT&L. *See dealerfor details. leasing WA.C. thru Vo/ksw,agen Credit. Expires 10/3V05

*48 mo. ·/ease plus tax. Total due at signing is $259 which includes sewrity deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. leasing WA.C. thru Volkswagen Credit Expires 10/3V05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Uumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv ·

2006 NEW .
GOLF GL

2005 NEW BEETLE GL
CONVERTIBLE

P/W, P/l, Tiit, Cruise, ABS, CD,
Keyless Remote & Much More

'

LEASE FOR

$244

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
and Much More!

Turbo Diesel
Available

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $244 which includes sewrity deposit, PLUSfirst
payment + TT~L. See dealerfor details. Leasing WA.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/3V05

ONLY

$21,455

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

Go Toplessl

*Plus tax, tag and fe~s. Expires 10/3V05.

•.4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5·yr/'60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
.- -

-,

-

"'cENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER

~FIRST TIME

We Can Assist You With:

.

BUYER

f'1{ COLLEGE-GRAD
PROGRAM

Drivers wanted:

sf CREDIT
PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

•I• 11..._ ..:1. ' 4 1
~.
·VVA•
#I
N
-

Ale •1•
'V'I

II

.

4175 S. Hwy 17-92

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

~

M-F -9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11 ~6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD {SANFORD)

407-365-3300

visit our website

aristocratvw.com
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HIGHER
EDUCATION

BECOME T-HE LEA-DER
YOU WERE BORN TO BE.

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

New Orleans universities set to
rebuild and attract students
NEW ORLEANS - In the
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, professors and students
from the city's universities
took academic refuge in other
schools - some as far away
as the University of Haifa in
Israel
Now, more than a month
after the storm, New Orleans'
universities -. including
Tulane, Loyola, the University of New Orleans and Xavier
- are putting together ambitious plans to reopen by January.

Officials are patching up
battered campuses, finding
housing for employees whose
homes were destroyed, gauging how many students will ·
return and persuading top
faculty not to jUiilp ship.
"There might be some
people who prefer not tq go
back to the city, especially if
they've lost their houses, but
for the faculty who have
invested a lot in Loyola, they
won't be inclined to hunt for
something else," said Bernard
Cook, a history professor at
Loyola University. ·

Resisting arrest charges against
Cornell protesters dismissed
ITHACA, N:Y. - A judge
has dismissed charges of
resisting arrest against five
Cornell University students
who took part in a sit-in
protest in the president's
office in April
Ithaca City Court Judge
J)ldf:th Rossiter's decision was
made over the objection of
Tompkins County District
Attorney George Dentes.
Rossiter said the ruling
was in "the interest of justice"
because the five students
received "differential treatment" in being proseciited.
The five students, and
three others, still face trespassing violations for the
April 28 protest in former
Cornell President Jeffrey
Lehman's office.
A bench trial is scheduled
to begin Oct. 24.
The eight students were
part of a larger protest against
Cornell's plan to cut down the
trees in the area formerly
known as Redbud Woods to
build a parking lot.
The five students charged
with resisting arrest had
locked themselves together
with steel pipes inside the
office.
1

Clemson researchers seek input
from freshmen to curb drinking
CLEMSON, S.C. - Clemson University researchers
want to hear from freshmen
on campus about the situations that lead them to drink
heavily in order to develop
intervention programs to
curb alcohol abuse.
Clemson is one of 15 universities nationwide awarded
a three-year grant from the
National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism to
develop local alcohol prevention efforts at their campuses
that can be copied elsewhere.
A year and a half ago,
Clemson President James
Barker sent a letter to faculty, .
staff, students and alumni
saying the school had a serious problem with alcohol
abuse and calling on them to
do something about it, said
Hugh Spitler, associate professor of public health sciences
and
the
chief
researcher on the grant project.
Spitler said the project is
one in a series of initiatives on·
campus that grew out of that
appeal
He said the project will
focus on freshmen, because
they generally do not have
serious drinking problems
when they start school
That means researchers
can focus on what causes students to start, and they potentially can affect behavior
before serious drinking takes
hold
The study's first phase
involves gathering information from freshmen on drinking through surveys, focus
groups and in-depth ·interviews.
Researchers also are talking to dorm resident assistants and others on campus
who work with freshmen,
Spitler said.
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Volusia Co11nty Beach Patrol Mikey Goodner surveyed the beaches of Ormond Beach, Fla.,
as Tropical Storm Tammy passed offshore yesterday. The storm could bring heavy rains,
tornadoes and coastal erosion to northern Florida, parts of Georgia and the Carolinas.
FROM A2

ue mo'Ving parallel to the
coast while gradually slowing
its forward motion.
Experts have said it is
unlikely that it will reach hurricane strength of74 mph.

Florida braces for Tropical Storm
Tammy as it churns to.ward coast

JACKSONVILLE - With
Tropical Storm Tammy
churning off the north Florida coast, wary residents were Iraqi parliament reverses
carefully watching the storm, changes to rules for referendum
while peach businesses were
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq's
bemoaning the loss of cus- parliament voted Wednesday
to
reverse
last-minute
tomers and reservations.
Tammy formed just off . changes to rules for next
Florida's east coast early week's referendum on a new
Wednesday and .could bring constitution after the United
tornadoes, heavy rains and Nations said they were
coastal erosion to northern unfair.
Florida and parts of Georgia
U.N. and U.S. officials weland the Carolinas later in the corned the reversal, saying it
week.
helped restore integrity to
A tropical storm warning the crucial Oct. 15 referenhas been issued.from Flager dum and urged all Iraqis to
Beach north to Santee River, participate.
S.C., meaning tropical storm
After parliament's deciconditions are expected in sion, Sunni Arab lead~rs
those areas within the next 24 dropped their threats to boyhours.
cott the upcoming vote. .
Tammy, with winds of 45
American and U.N. offimph, was centered about 20 cials were eager to avert the
miles northeast of Daytona boycott because it would
Beach at 2 p.m. and was mov- have deeply undermined the
ing to the north-northwest at constitution's credibility.
14mph.
It was expected to contin- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Learn firsthand wh~t it takes ID lead others as an Officer iu the
United States Army. Officer Candidate School (OCS) provides the
direction, training and skills you need to become a leader In the

·j

Army and a leader in Ille. After completing Basic Combat Training,
candidates participate in ocs training for 14 weeks and then
attend the Officer Basic Course. As an Officer, you'll be respected
as a Soldier. an inspirinl! leader and a servant of the nation.
To find oµt more, visit GOAl!MY.COM/OCS or call 1-800·USA·ARMY.

FIND DUY.WHAT
IT TAKES AT
GOARMY.COM/OCS2

Where: U.S. Army, 12295 University Boulevard, Suite B
When: MON-FRI 9am-6pm (or call for an appointment)
-~ , Who= Call your local Army Recruiter at (407) 281-1274
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SCIENCE SPOTLIGHT
VANESSA FERNANDEZ
StaffWriter

A new study has found the
first proof of structural ·brain
abnormalities in people who
normally lie, cheat and
manipulate others.
Previous research has
shown that there is an
increase in activity in the prefrontal cortex, the area of the·
brain that enables most people to feel remorse or learn
moral behavior, when normal
people lie.
This is the first study to
provide evidence of structural
differences in that area among
pathological liars, according
to a University of Southern
California study.
According to the University of Iowa, a pathological liar
believes in the lies at the time
they are talking and their stories tend to be very dramatic.
Sometimes people begin to
catch on to pathological liars
because of obvious flaws in
their stories.
The research was. led by
Yaling Yang and Adrian Raine,
both from the University of
Southern California College
of Letters, Arts and Sciences.
Other researchers were
Susan Birhle and Lori Lacasse
of the USC . Psychology
Department, Patrick Colletti
of Keck School of Medicine
and Todd Lencz of Hillside
Hospital's department of
research.
Their findings can b~
found in the October issue of
the British Journal of Psychiatry.

For the study, a sample of
108 volunteers were pulled
from Los Angeles' temporary
employment pool and then a
series of psychological tests
were performed on them.
Twelve people were
placed in the category of people who had a history of lying
(11 men and one woman), 16
who showed ·signs of having
an antisocial personality dis-

order but not pathological
lying (15 men and one
.woman) and 20 were normal
controls (15 men and
women).
After they were categorized, the researchers used
magnetic .resonance imaging
to explore structural brain differences between the groups.
A magnetic resonance
imaging is a procedure that
produces a two-dimensional
view of an internal organ, in
this case, the brain.
"We looked for things like
inconsistencies in their stories about occupati&n, education, crimes and family background,'' Raine said, in a press
release.
Liars had more "white matter" and slightly le~s "gray
matter" than those they were
measured against, Raine said
Having more white matter
may provide liars with the
tools necessary to master the
complex art of deception,
Raine said. Pathological liars
have a high amount of white
matter, and lack a significant
percent of gray matter.
For a more accurate look,
liars had a 25.7 percent
increase in prefrontal white
matter compared to the antisocial controls and a 22 percent increase compared to the
normal controls. Compared
to the normal controls, liars
had a 14.2 decrease in prefrontal gray matter, the study
found.
"We haven't had studies
like this," Raine said. "It's
exciting to us because it's a
. beginning study, but we need
a lot more to flesh out this discovery."
Yang said the findings
could eventually be used in
making clinical diagnoses and
~y have applications in the
criminal justice system and
the business world.
"But, right now, I have to
emphasize that there are no
direct applications," Raine
said. ·
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International Students Association presents...
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Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.
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Students at risk for stolen identities Rough Weekend?
Occurrences of identity theft up among people under the age of 30, poll says
. TIFFANY BECK
Contributing Writer

No one is safe from identity
theft, not even students. Even
if a person has never had a
credit card or bank account,
someone somewhere could be
using his or her personal information fraudulently.
A recent poll by the Gallup
Organization and the nationwide consumer reporting
agency Experian stated that 25
percent of people under age 30
had been the victim of identity
theft compared with 18 percent of all consumers.
Identity theft is when someone else, without your permission, uses your personal information to obtain goods or
services.
·
· Many UCF students are
learning the hard way that they
are not safe from.identity theft.
Last Thursday, freshman
psychology major Stephanie
Gamm was shocked to see a
large negative balance when
she checked her account. She
canceled her Visa Check Caro
and checked her credit report.
Someone from out of the
country had her debit card
number and was Withdrawing
funds.
"I knew it happened but it
was one of those 'I never
thought it would happen to
me' kind of things," Gamm
said.

She was lucky that no other
accounts had been opened
with her information. She filed·
a report with her bank and
expects to have her money
refunded within 10 days.
Last summer, health sciences senior Brian Haugabrook had a similar experience when someone using his
information tried to make a
large purchase in Russia.
When his bank called to verify
the charge, he put a stop on the
payment and canceled the
card.
Haugabrook said that he
was thankful that his bank
called to check the charge.
"Make sure whomever you
are banking from has an
antifraud agency to monitor
these things," he said. ·
. It also might be a good idea
for . concerned people to
review the terms of their
agreements with their bank
and credit card companies to
find out whether or not they
are liable for the charges. This
often depends ,ori their agreement.
While Gamm and Haugabrook had their bank
accounts taken over, recent
UCF graduate Lindsay Wood's
case was more complicated.
When Wood tried to rent
an apartment last month, her
landlord ran a routine credit
check on her. When her landlord called back to ask if her

Protect yourself ..·•
Some ways to prevent
identity theft include
• Check your credit record for free
once ayear on the Internet at
www.annualcreditreport.com.
·Carefully read all bank and credit
card statements, and look for any
discrepancies.
·Shred all documents that contain
your name, address and other
personal information.
social security number was
right, she said, Wood knew
there was a problem. It ttirned
out some other woman's name
was on Wood's credit-report
along with a $97 charge with
Time Warner Cable in Texas.
"I'm still in the process of it,
and I'm not sure where I go
from here," Wood said.
Looking back, she said,
there should have been some
red flags along the way, like
when her application for a cell
phone was denied.
For now Wood has her
apartment, but she had to
cosign with her parents. She is
attending graduate classes at
Palmer College of Chiropractic, but in some ways her life
has been put on hold.
"It sucks because I can't

even get a cell phone or buy a
car," she said.
There are some steps people can take if they believe
they have been the victim of
identity theft.
Placing a fraud alert on a
credit report by calling any
one of the three consumer
reporting companies: Equifax,
Experian or TransUnion is
suggested. A fraud alert means
that businesses must verify a
person's identity before granting someone any credit.
Consumers should also
review their credit reports and
look for anything unusual. In
addition, they can contact the
security departments of their
bank and credit card companies to close accounts if necessary.
Filling out a Theft Affidavit,
which can be found at
www.ftc.gov/bcp/conlir).e/pub
s/credit/affidavit.pdf, is also
suggested by most credit agencies, along with filing a police
report and a complaint with
the Federal Trade Commission.
A detailed description of
these steps, consumer rights
and downloadable forms can
be found at the Federal Trade
Commissions
Web
site,
www.consumer.gov/idtheft/.
The UCF Police Department also has a brochure
about identity theft available
for concerned students.

Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
? Fake ID?
Disorderly Cond uct ·
. . ?
Drug Possession? Underage Drinking.
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(407) 540-1551 or Toll Free (866) 540-1551
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Space scientists visit U~F for two-day symposium
VANESSA FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

The mystery of life's origin
will be the focus of a two day
symposium at UCF called "Origins of the Universe and Life in
it: Cosmology and Complexity," featuring two worldrenowned scientists and UCF
student researchers this weekend.
Attendance is free and the
symposium is open to UCF faculty and students as well as the
general public. The symposium will start at 4 p.m. on Friday afternoon and will end Saturday afternoon. It will be held
iii two teaching auditoriums on
campus.
''We are all curious to know
about how we came to be as
breathing, thinking beings,"
physics professor Weili Luo
said in a press release. "This
year's symposium will continue a tradition we began last
year by exposing us to the latest information from the
experts."
Luo, along with Thomas
Selby, a biochemistry professor, and Costas Efthimous, a
field theorist, are the co- organizers of the event, which has
cost about $13,000 to plan.

According to Selby, the symposium was a result of a brainstorming session about three
years ago in which several professors became involved in an
ongoing discussion about how
things form in life.
"This stuff isn't in the textbooks, but it is one of the most
fundamental questions," Selby
said. ,
Immediately after last year's
event, planning began for this
year's symposium, Selby said.
Coming to UCF to speak
this year will be cosmologist
John D. Barrow, professor of
mathematical sciences at the
University of Cambridge and
biophysicist professor Albert
Libchaber of Rockefeller University, who is one of the
world's leading researchers on
the origins of life.
·
Barrow has published 17
books, which have been translated into 28 languages, on the
origins of the universe and the
nature of science. - He has
received numerous awards and
has also written 385 scientific
articles on cosmology and
astrophysics as well as an
award-winning play.
Libchaber is best known for
his research on aspects of cell
. biology related to self-organi-

zation and motion. He has won
numerous awards and honors,
including the Wolf Prize in
Physics and a McArthur Foundation Fellowship.
Sponsors for the event
include SGA, Society of
Physics, American Chemical
Student Affiliates at UCF, Campus Freethought Alliance, UCF
Physics Department, Burnett
Honors College at UCF, John
Wiley and Sons - Publisher,
Burnett Honors College of Biomedical Sciences and the
Thomson Learning - Publisher.
The symposium will begin
tomorrow in the Communications Building Room 101. Following an introduction, Barrow will begin by addressing
the topic, "Is the World Simple
or Complex?"
At 5:20 p.m., Libchaber will
begin his session concerning
"Some Physical Aspects of the
Origin of Life and Artificial
Cells."
At 6:25 p.m., Barrow will follow up with "Our Place in the
Universe;" which will be followed by concluding remarks
by Luo.
Students who voluntarily
conducted
· independent
research will present their

findings at 10 am on Saturday
in the College of Health and
Public Affairs Building I Room
119. They will have 15 minutes
for presentations, which will be
followed by q4estions from the
ju_dges and then the audience.
Topics will include "The
Cosmological Constant: Then
and Now," "Inflation in the
Universe," "Will Strings
Explain the Universe?" "From
MicromolecUles to Macromolecules: the Origins of Life" and
"The Life and Atmosphere of
Earth: Two Complex and
Codependent Systems."
Students will be judged on
merit of scientific evidence,
persuasiveness, timing, merit
of supporting illustrations and
the · skill they demonstrated
while answering questions.
from the judges and the audience.
The winner will receive
$500 from the Burnett Honors
College of Biomedical Sciences.
"Our goal is to bring in
world-class scientists to talk
about their latest research
relat~d to the origins of the universe and life and to educate
UCF students, faculty and also
the Orlando community about
current hypotheses," Luo said.
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'GoOd deeds' mean prizes for students
FROM Al

..

program
as
previously
planned," he said. 'We hope to
highlight what we already
know: Most UCF students are
good sports."
· AOD reported that "most
OCF students have four or
fower drinks when they go out,
qnd 20 percent don't drink at
all"
· Focusing on the positive is
somethipg Hall said he hopes
. Will encourage students to act
i:esponsibly.

"Most students have been
given scare tactics, not enough
reliable information," he said.
The UCF Police Department Web site reported 116
liquor law violations on campus or on UCF-affiliated property in 2004. Of those incidents,
82 of the violations were
. reported to UCF officials or
other law enforcement agencies.
Vohmteers kicked off the
program at the first home game
by setting out trash bins and cit- ing students who were prac::ticing good tailgating habits in the

student parking lot area at the
Citrus Bowl.
"The first run went well,"
peer educator Rachel Gilner
said. "More people want to do
things right. It's extremely
effective."
Students who are designated
drivers, throwing trash in bins,
having other non-alcoholic
drinks or using plastic containers are cited for "good deeds,"
Gilner said. Throughout the
day, students can turn in citations to peer educators and win
prizes such as coolers, stadium
blank:ets and other tailgating

extras, she added.
Citations will be entered
into a rafile at the Homecoming
game to win a larger prize,
which Gilner described as "the
ultimate tailgating package."
At first, students seemed
surprised that they were being
rewarded, peer educator Walter Sebaste said. By the end of
the day, volunteers had passed
out more than 100 citations, he
said.
Sebaste said that volunteers
will focus on minimizing glass
containers and increasing use
of trash cans this Saturday.
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Student officials disagree on policy changes
'
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cial forum including 18 students opportunities will also be availbeer.
tllOMAl
"I just suggested it as an from various campus organiza- able in certain student lots.
The university will also be
alternative to more drastic tions across campus that Bent· Law enforcement officials measures," Scott said. He said ley organized Thursday to • promoting the new rules
through campus-wide e-mails
said ~ose using beer bongs will that while beer pong isn't dan- determine student opinion.
Students attending Bentley's and by posting signs explaining
either have their property con- gerous, that "it might encourage
fiscated, or else be escorted off people to drink more than they forum felt strongly that the the new policies at Saturday's
amount of time students can games.
normally would."
of the Citrus Bowl premises. .
One issue that all me)llbers
At Tuesday's meeting, the tailgate should not be limited
Harms realizes some ·stuof the task force quickly agreed
dents might try and circumvent task force stopped short of rec- further.
Some university leaders, like upon, was their directive to
the new policy by simply ommending Hitt ban cil'.inking
removing the funnel and chug- games such as beer pong. Any UCF Police Spokesman Sgt. require UCF police officers to
ging beer directly from the discussion ~bout restricting the Troy Williamson, want tailgat- remain in uniform while
hose, but said that the task force amount of time students can ing to begin no earlier than 3 patrolling the Citrus Bowl lots
is "not going to legislate every- tailgate was met with heavy p.m.. when there is a 6 p.m. until the FDLE completes its
thing," and that they are dis- resistance.
investigation into the accidengame.
"l was disappointed because tal !!hooting death of Jenkins.
Tailgating parking lots now
couraging all high-risk drinking
Jenkins was part of a UCF
open as early as 9 am. and some we had agreed that limiting the
activities.
The IFC and Student Gov- fans begin arriving and drinking time of tailgating was some- police detail dressed in plain
thing the students didn't want clothes and working undercovernment Association presidents · shortly thereafter.
Some are concerned that to sacrifice," Berkowitz, who er with officers from the state
have been at odds since Scott's
late appointment to the tailgat- allowing a crowd to drink all attended Bentley's forum, said. Division of Alcoholic Beverday is dangerous and excessive, "Then [Scott] brought that up ages and Tobacco to infiltrate
ing task force.
tailgate parties and arrest revel"We figured they brought while others - like Bentley as a suggestion."
Scott said the lack of com- ers engaging in underage drinkhim on last second, we reany ~ worry stopping tailgaters from
had no clue," Logan Berkowitz, congregating early could cause munication between himself ing.
"The uniform may range
an SGA senator who is a mem- students to drink near campus and Bentley was why he didn't
from polo-type shirts with law
and put lives at risk when stu- attend Bentley's open forum.
ber of the task force, said.
At the start of the second dents hit the roads to drive to Scott said he was only notified enforcement markings to full
task force meeting Friday, the game.
an hop.r before it started, and uniform." Williamson spid in a
When the meeting ended, had a class conflict preventing prepared statement.
Harms announced that Scott
Harms felt confident that
would be joining the task force the only new restriction the task . him from attending as well.
in-order to increase the number force recommended Hitt place
Although Scott said he the task force's recommendaof student members on board on students was to ban beer understood his stances would tions will help foster a "safe,
be unpopular with many of the secure,. tailgating environand get more student opinion.
bongs from the tailgate areas.
Jennifer Hartzler, also a
Scott said he ultimately fraternities he represented, he ment."
'We are going to follow the
member of the President's agreed with the task force's rec- also said he thought a comprolaw, but we are going to have
Leadership Council, was anoth- ommendations to Hitt on -Tues- mise was needed.
day, and said he only began dis'We're going to have to find fun,'' he said.
er student appointed Friday.
Hartzler wasn't present at cussion on limiting the amount an agreement th:it does solve
Friday's meeting where Bentley oftime students can tailgate and some of the problems," he said
and Scott sent conflicting mes- on· banning drinking games "It's pretty clear that drinking in
ID Required 21+
sages on the student body's because he was asked to rapid amounts and in large
FRIDAY AND
stance.
.,, research those topics when he scales is one of the things we're
SATURDAY
During Friday's meeting, was "privately invited" by "uni- focused on."
live
The task force recommendScott also initiated discussion versity offices" to join the force
Entertainment
on Iimitjng the time students after its first meeting last ed several other ideas to
Call for Info
can tailgate to just a few hours Wednesday.
increase safety at future games.
Bentley and Berkowitz .said One idea suggested creating an
before the game and on banning
beer pong - a popular drinking they were disappointed that alcohol-free area provided by
.. SMOKEE---1
game in which students stand Scott suggested stich drastic SGA that- would offer free
· TAVERN_,'
on opposing ends of a table and changes during his first meeting sodas, waters, hamburgers and
throw pingpong balls at their on the task force, especially hot dogs from Wackadoo's.
'
WEDNESDAYS
opponents' cups filled with since Scott didn't attend a spe- Music, entertainment and game

Fraternities arid sororities chip in to
··raise money for Jenkins' trust.fund
'
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1-800-GO-GUARD • www.1-800-GO-GUARD.com

Why Pay for Pre-Paid Legal When
You Can See an Attorney on
Campus for Free?

Currently, enrolled students are entitled to
onsult with program attorneys about
Free Legal Services legal matters and receive advice.
In addition, legal representation,
up to and including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain
types of cases, such as the following:
Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's living
arrangements in the community.
Consumer problems confronting individual students.
Traffic cases
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College is in your plans. You've got the brains to see it through.
And thanks to the Army National Guard, you also have a way to
pay for it all with the Montgomery GI Bill, Tuition Assistance and
extra state benefits. Most Guard members serve one weeend
a month and t:wo weeks a year, so you'll still have time for friends
anG1 family. A degree is waiting for you. So join the team that will
help you get it. In the Army National Guard,YOU CAN!
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occurred, it seemed like the
right thing to do, seeing as
though he had done so much for
UCF students, especially the
ones who came to know him
personally," Stone said.
"I felt that Mario, whether
directly or not, affected the lives
of so many UCF students, and
with my relationship with him
peri;onally, it seemed like a perfect way to not only pay tribute,
but to aid his family as well,'' he
added.
.
Stone proceeded to, visit
other fraternity and sorority
meetings and collected more
money, also letting members of
the UCF Greek community
know that they could stop by his
store during regular business
hours to donate to the trust
fund
\'The response was overwhelming," he said. "From the.
get-go, we had organizations
expressing sympathy and offering their help. We had set up a
collection effort in the store.
Though the majority of the
donators have been Greek,
there have been non-Greek students also wanting to help."
Since beginning his callee-

tion efforts, Stone has helped .
raise $1,850 for the trust fund.
Hundreds of Greeks have
stopped into Greek Unique to
give a few dollars here and there
since Stone first visited the
chapter meetings.
Many chapters are also tak- .
ing out their organizations'
checkbooks and making even
more sizeable donations as well.
"I figure that with the initial
individual donations we have
already raised and with .the
sheer number of Greek organizations.at UCF, a goal of $3,000
is very feasible," he said. "We
are already above halfway to
that goal with many organiza- .
tions yet to bring in their donations."
The UCF graduate took it
upon himselfto ra,ise as much as
he could with the aid of fraternities and sororities because he
had a strong personal relationship with Jenkins.
"I had the opportunity to
know Mario personally during
my time as an undergraduate,"
Stone said. "When he started
working for UCFPD, I was president of my fraternity and living
in the house. As he would patrol
nights, our paths would cross
quite often. He was always
friendly, light-hearted and· took

a genuine interest in the students he was protecting. He was
always trying to aid and assist
students, not discipline. As the
years went by, we continued our
friendship. We would always
share laughs, catch up." ,
The process, Stone said, is
neve:i;ending and as long as people are willing to donate he'll
keep collecting.
· "We will continue to take
donations as long as people are
willing to give," Stone said 'M
of the money raised will go
directly into the trust created in
his name. I would ask all students, staff, faculty and administration to come into Greek
Unique and make a contribution, even if it's $1."
The amount raised through
SunTrust at this point is still
unknown. ·

There will be a campus
memorial service and candlelighting vigil for Jenkins today at
6:30 p.m. at the Reflecting Pond.
The service is being held by
GAMMA, Student Government
Association and the Office of
Fraternity and Sorority Life.
Stone will also deliver a tribute
to Jenkins at the service.
''He was a great cop, but an
even better man,". Stone said.
"I'll miss him."

Senate retreat important to the success of
.new senators, Speaker Mark White says
FROM A1

ing h~ .is looking for at this
weekend's Senate retreat, a
program held annually to allow
the newly elected Senate members to become familiar with
one another and learn about
the organization's rules and trad~ions.
\

This year's retreat will be
held in St. Petersburg. Soon
after he was elected, SGA Senate Speaker Mark White
explained the importance of
the Senate retreat.
"The 37th Student Senate
did not have a retreat planned
when we arrived and it really
set us back as an organization
when it camera knowledge of

statutes, rules and procedures,''
he said. "I want to make sure
that those elected to the 38th
Student Senate are educated,
committed, and confident after
attending their Senate retreat."
President Pro Tempore
Kelly Travis described the
retreat as "a good opportunity
for new and old senators to get
acquainted.".
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THURSDAYS

Karaoke
SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 5 - 9 p.m.
----No cover--SMOKERS WElCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

Criminal law
Uncontested dissolution of marriage
•

Bankruptcy

..

.

Students in need of legal service shoul
in person or by telephone (407-823-2 .
Services in Room 155, Student.......__._...._.._...........
consultations are by appointment only
given over the phone.

CLASSIFICATIONS
050 Legals
100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Part-nme
150 Help Wanted: Full-Time
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
·
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: General
325 For Sale: Automotive

$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Professional couple seeking an individual
that can assist with running errands,
housekeeping & grocery shopping.
Pleasant work environment.
Call 407-310-7309
PfT telephone sales/customer service
position. Must have excellent phone and
. customer service skills and basic ·
computer knowledge. Flex schedule.
$8/hr. Contact Pam 407-971-4339 or
pam@daysol.com.
Aqministrative Assistant
Sharp, good personal skills, organized,
confident, reliable, good at following
directions, eager to learn.
I need an assistant PfT now capable of
quickly moving to FfT. I am a successful
real estate investor and will train the' right
person with all the aspects of real estate
investing. My success will be when you
work for yourself in 5 years and do what I
do now. Paul Mcconnon 407-435-6743.
Local Moving Company Now Hiring for .
inside sales/customer service rep.
position. Excellent pay, benefits, and
incentives for the right individual. Please
Fax resume to 407-852-1133 Attn.Todd
or email at todd@tmtorlando.com
CHURCH NEEDS KEYBOARD PLAYER
Sunday mornings. Novices welcomed.
Great Oaks Baptist, Dean Rd.
Call Jessica 407-923-5335
Experienced ,SEi'rver Needed 2 yr.
experience reqd. Ask to speak to Michael
Rafferty@ Goodfellas Pizza Corner of
50/Alafaya (next to Blockbuster)

Journalist Wanted
Will collect and analyze information
about news events to write new stories
for publication in China's #1 newspaper.
· Will receive assignments, evaluate
assignments, and evaluate news leads
and news tips to develop story ideas.
Must be able to speak Mandarin and
English. Send resume to Chingfen Wang
at fax# 407-521-1918.
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in Orlando.
100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

350 For Sale: Homes
375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Events
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events: UCF
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost &Found

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

The City of Oviedo Parks and Recreation Department has available positions in all of the above categories.
Must be 18 or older. (Lifeguards must
be certified in CPR and Lifeguard
Training; Instructors must be certified
in CPR and WSI.) We offer a competitive wage and flexible schedule to
work around classes. Free access to
City facilities (gymnasium, fitness
room, aquatic facilities, tennis, racquetball and basketball courts). To
apply, visit www.cityofoviedo.net
and click on 9ty Jobs, or apply in
person to Human Resources at City
Hall, 400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo, FL
32765.
.
CHURCH NEEDS NURSERY WORKER 1
Sunday mornings, Wed· nights.
$40/week. Great Oaks Baptist, Dean Rd.
Call Jessica 407-923-5335

Appointment Setters Wanted
$8 - $1 O per hour plus bonus.
Flexible days & hours.
407-736-8395.

EGG 'DONOR$ NEEDED.
$3000 to $5000 COMPENSATION
for Healthy; fit, non-smoking
females between 21-29. Easy
registration online at: www.openarmsconsultants.com or call
941 741 4994. Info is confidential.

LOCAL

, PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.
Immediate opening for full, part-time, and
on-call team members. Work in nearby
Winter Park in spectacular country club
setting. We need individuals with positive
attitudes and professional demeanors to
be banquet servers, bartenders, servers,
and server assistants, outside services
and ground staff. We offer competitive
salary and benefits including: free meals,
·tuition reimbursement, complimentary
Monday golf, and full-time health
benefits.
Interlachen Country Club
2245 Interlachen Court
Winter Park, FL 32792
Phone: 407-657-0850
Fax: 407-657-5037
cnaples@interlachenccfl.com
Women ages 21-30 you can help make
a miracle happenl Egg donors needed
to help women who are· waiting to
become moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909
Nanny/Personal Assistant for schoolaged children. PT/FT, flex schedule.
Must have reliable car. Live-out only,
Winter Park area. Exp only, $1 O/hr.
Must give 1 yr commitment.
Contact 407-925-5218.
Charismatic graduate student sought to
toielp staff bootkl at technical conference
in Orlando, November 13-15. Approx. 23
hrs. work, $20-25/hour. Send resume w/
photograph to orlando@gibware.com
Winter Springs - L0<:iking for someone
to care for my boys after school, M-F,
25 hrs/wk. References & good driving
record required. Call 407-695-9450.
Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-091 5.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

Physical Therapy Job Fair

ss

STUDENT

HELP WANTED

SS

Sl6
s3
s10
SS
·Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Ad options, upgrades, and additional discounts available
·Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
·Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
·Classified ads also viewable on line 24 hours a day
First issue:
Each add.I issue:

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover .

{4o7) 447-4555 • classifieds@UCFnews.com

RECREATION AIDES,
LIFEGUARDS, SWIM
INSTRUCTORS, ATHLETIC
ASSISTANTS AND
COUNTER SERVICE
ATTENDANTS NEEDED!

Ski World needs to hire mature,
responsible, hard working adult w/
knowledge on snowskiing & waterskiing
equip. Call Mike 407-447-7547

AD RATES

.I

Start. @ $70 for a 5-hour event!
Promote brands by distributing
samples/brochures and/or demonstrating
products to consumers. Premier in-store
Promotions Company and authorized
agency of Mass Connections, Inc., has
great opportunities in Various FL cities.
Positions available are part-time, mostly
weekends, and typically 5 hours.
For more information and to apply online,
visit www.eventsandpromotions.com.

(

<

IT Tech Needed FT/PT:
Flex. Schedule. Reliable transportation
and good driving record required.
Complete online application at
www.daysol.com. 407-971 -4339.
Get Paid To Drive a Brand New Carl
Now paying drivers $800-$3200
a month. Pick up your free car key
today. www.freecarkey.com

<

Servers Wanted PT/FT
No exp necessary. Energetic people w/
positive attitudes. Only ·2 0 min from UCF.
Come in between 9 and 5.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.

'

Milanos Pizza. Now hiring servers,
drivers, & cashiers. Apply in person
2564 Avalon Park East Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32828. 407-273-6688

I NOW HIRING I
I

DISTRIBUTION DRIVE.RS

Microcontroller Guru
Keybowl, Inc., a Winter Park technology
company, specializing in development of
advanced input systems for computing,
gaming, & communications devices, is
seeking engineering student for ·
embedded system programming
projects. Ideal candidate has exp. using
microcontrollers, with strong "C" &
assembly progr.amming skills.
Exp. implementing standards-based
protocols & algorithms (encryption,
TCP/IP, USB, audio codecs) preferred.
Self-starter, ability to V)IOrk independently
a must. Email resume to
Elaine@keybowl.com or call
407-622-7774 for additional information.
Fast food catering business. Hou rs 10:30
to 3:30 M-F. ·Downtown area. Must be
reliable. Call Sybil (407) 425-7814.
PROGRAMMERS\WRITERS\GRAPHIC
ARTISTS Part time contract work. $20/hr
DOE Photoshop, PHP, C++, Java, Flash.
Email resume to sbr!m®goowy.com

1:

I

Mondays.and Thursdays
Morning Route: 5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
Truck or SUV helpful. $1 O+ hourly.

(\

C!.

E-mail robertop@knight.newspapers.com or call 407-447-4555 ext. 212
(

BEST PART-TIME
JOB IN ORLANDO

CARE GIVERS for our clients in their
homes. Flex. PT. shifts avail. No
previous exp. needed HOME HELPERS
Call 407-454-0000
PT receptionist needed on Mon & Wed
for real estate office near UCF on
University Blvd. Direct mail preparations,
phones, files, web site maintenance.
Fax resume ·to 407-658-0600.
Real Estate office needs detailed person
with excellent communication and
computer skills for fast paced office.
Flexible hours. Fax resume to
407-447-6553

.KNIGHT
c:: J- !LO~~.
~[7

October 7, 2005
9:00 am - 2:00 pm
·UCF Student Union
Cape Florida Ballroom, Rm 316

Part-Time Jobs are available
through Career Services &
Experiential Learning.
For more information visit:
www.csel.ucf.edu

•'
<"•

DO EXTRAORDINARY THINGS.~ ••

Call for an interview at one of
our two convenient locations:

('

Orlando: 407-243-9400
Winter Park:407-673-9700
www.DialAmerica.com/Orlando

<

EARN
UPTO
$170/MO.

Meet with Local and National
Companies!
For Students and Recent Graduates of
*PT
*PTA
*ATC

donating
plasma regularly

..

······---····~···········-~

I;
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New Donors

Bring this ad
for $5 extra

2
~10
OfffR
~~h
;:n~~n.
•............•.............

Don't Forget Your Resume!

(

IJJ

DClfBiologicals
For more information,·please call 863.258.2621

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

Sponsored by University of Central Florida·
Program in Physical Therapy

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321·235·9100
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fmmortalize the mayhem with a digital camera from Newegg.com, the onfine superstore with
great prices on thousands of tech products, from MP3 players and video games to PC components
and notebooks. Unbelievably fast shipping, too. Enter for a chance to win a computer and cool

tech gear. For sweepstakes entry, rules and regulations. visit collegeclub.com/Newegg.
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Event is too intense for young children.
Parental discretion is advised.

'Operating hours are subject to change without notice, and tickets are subject to availability. Howl-0 -Scream is a separate ticketed. night event. Howl-0-Scream tickets are valid
for one event night only and are not valid for ~eneral daily admission. All prices are per person, plus tax. Admission savings based on advance purchase. Retail coupons must be
redeemed priw to event date to receive advance-sale discount. '\';rking is not included. No costumes allowed. ~2005 Busch Entertainment Corporft:.tion. All rights reserv\d.
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Freshmen
.
dominate
UCFcross
country

,

GAME FIVE -
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PREVIEW: MEMPHIS AT

UCF

THE EXTRA POINT
ANDY VASQUEZ
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Sports Editor

No rebuilding
year necessary
for new men's
soccer coach
There has been plenty for all you
fans out there in the UCF sports
nation to be smiling about lately.
First of all, the Knights ~ up and
running in Conference USA, and ·
with much success. So far, UCF
sports teams have a combined 5-2-1
record in C-USA, not too shabby in
a new and tougher conference.
Perhaps the most impressive
start to the season of any team is
that of men's soccer. After ·a tumultuous summer, in which the school
canned former Coach Bob Wmch
and hired new Coach Brent Erwin,
there was talk around the program
that this would be a rebuilding year.
Before the naming of Erwin as
the new coach, many of the veteran
players were confused as to why the
athletics department had decided to
get rid of Wmch, who had taken the
team to four consecutive NCAA
Tournaments.
Some of the more seasoned players were concerned that their fmal
seasons with the team would be lost
to rebuilding.
Erwin quickly dispelled that
school of thought when he came on
board.
"I am not somebody who's saying 'Hey we're going to sacrifice a
yea:r to rebuild,"' Erwin said after
being hired in May. "That is unfair
to the seniors and unfair to the players on the team. We have the opportunity to win right now."
The Knights have defmitely won,
starting off 7-:~_and 1-0-1 in ConferenceUSA, hich is exponentially
more difficult than the Atlantic Sun
conference.
Erwin has spoken constantly
about creating a winning culture in
the UCF soccer program, and his
players seem to be buying into his
philosophy.
Attending a UCF men's soccer
game is a totally different experience from last year. The team is
more vocal. the coach is defmitely
more animated - the ball isn't the
only thing being kicked around the
bench these days; chairs have been
known to take flight - and there's
an electricity in the air, a feeling like
anything can happen, in a good way.
In their last two games, the
Knights have come from behind to
tie and win, respectively. The
Knights came back from a 4-1 deficit
. last Thursday with just over 10 minutes remaining to earn a tie, and
nearly beat .Marshall. Soccer teams
don't do that; they don't come back
from being down three goals and tie
the game in 10 minutes. The
.:Knights did
Perhaps the most impressive
achievement hasn't come on the
field, but in the minds of the players.
It is the fact that the veteran players,
. who had the most to be skeptical of
: coming into this season, have
~ bought into·the system.
"No matter what happens,"
Erwin said. "So far, that thpse four
seniors have said, 'You know
what, this is what we've been
waiting for and we're going to go
take advantage of it' ... and they
carry everybody .else."

B

Men's team moves up
in regional rankings
~

'

ZACH MOORE
StaffWriter
I

With freshmen leading.the charge,
the UCF' cross country teams are
making noise.
In the last two weeks, the men'.s
cross country team has moved up the
regional rankings to No.12 witll'help
from freshman Chris Mullaney. .
Mullaney was recently named
Conference .USA Athlete of the
Week, mu.ch to the delight of C:::oach
Marcia Mansur-Wentworth.
"His potential is unlimited,"
Mansur-Wentworth said "He knows
what it takes."
The men's team ill!s great potential this season, and Mansur-Wentworth feels the team has the ability to
move further up the rankings. Still, it
won't be without hard work and
teamwork.
"The goal is to crack the top
she said
The women's team also has an
outstanding freshman in Jamie
Rzepecki. She fmished in the top 20
in her field at the 33rd Annual Sean
Earle Lakefront Invitational
Rzepecki. who is originally from
Buffalo, N.Y., is starting to acclimate
to the humid temperatures of Central
Florida. and Coach Mansur-Wentworth sees a bright future for her.
"She is able to run a lot faster,"
Mansur-Wentworth said. "[She's] a
dedicated athlete:•
Even with the success of Rzepecki. the women's team still has room to

10:·
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CROSS ON B3

Women's team
falJs to former
Atlantic Sun
rival Owls

MATI POLLITI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Senior defensive end Paul Carrington an~ the Knights will be going for their third straight win on Saturday at the Citrus Bowl. Kickoff is set for 6:07 p.m.

•

n . ursu1

Florida Atlantic beats
soccer with lone goal
NADATAffK'

·Football team will have to slow down Memphis running back
DeAngelo Williams to win third straight game this Sa~rday .

Contributing Writer

I

ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

The UCF football team may have a hard ,
tirile stopping Memphis running back DeAngelo Williams, but if the Knights hope to beat
the Tigers, tht:;y must fmd a way to slow .h im
down.
UCF (2-2, 1-0 C-USA), currently tied for the
lead in Conference USA'.s East division, will be
taking on a Merµphis team that has lost both ·
its starting quarterback and back up quarterback to injuries.
The problem for the Knights, however, is
that the Tigers' strength isn't in the passing
game. Their most lethal weapon can be found
in the backfield.
three games in a row.
. To say that Williams has been impressive
Williams also scored two touchdowns
coming into this game would be an under- against UTEP, including the game-winner in
statement. The 5-foot-10-inch, 217-pound run- the fmal minute.
ning back combines quickness .with a physical
"There are good running backs and there
style of running. Last week he carried the ball are special running backs," UCF Coach
35 times for 236 yards in a 27-20 win over George O'Le:µ-y said. '~d [Williams] is speUTEP, and became the first player in the history of C-USA to rush for 200 yards or more
PLEASE SEE SMITH ON B2 '

One goal was all Florida Atlantic
University needed to walk away
with a victory · against UCF's
women's soccer team Sunday.
FAU's Katri Nokso-Koivisto was
able to change things up after a 50minute dry spell. The single goal
was enough to bring the Golden
Knights' record to 4-7-0 Sunday
afternoon.
·
Knights forward Jennifer Montgomery kept up the momentum,
despite the loss, leading the team
with three shots. Both teams left the
field at the end of the first half with
five shots piece and 14 total fouls in
the first 45 minutes.
Although the first half was a bit
slow on the scoring side, the Knights
kept pushing. Both Montgomery
and forward Roberta Pelarigo gave
Owls starting goalie Megan Coyne a
run for her money with two shots on
goal a piece.
·
FAU kept UCF's defense on its
toes with four comer kicks and 13
shots on goal, but the Knights
applied their own pressure with 10

DeAngelo
Williams, right,
runs past a UTEP
defender in
Memphis'27-20
win last
Saturday. In the
win Williams
became the first
C-USA player
ever to rush for
more than 200
yards in three
straight games.

a

Andy Vasquez can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com
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Men's··soccer defeats Wildcats for first C-USA victory
..

.

.

Knights complete memorable weekend with come
from behind win over favored Kentucky squad
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

Sunday's victory by the UCF men's soccer team should have felt very familiar.,
except this time, they won.
In an effort that almost mirrored their
game last Friday, the Golden Knights (6-2-1,
1-0-1 C-USA) trailed late in an important
conference match. With the help from a
couple of freshmen, the Golden Knights

knocked in two goals in five minutes and
held on to cI;Um a 2-1 victory over Kentucky
(3-34, 0-1-1 C-USA).
In the first half, the Knights came close to
gaining a lead, but all five of their shots didn't hit the mark. The Knights' best chance
came off a point-blank shot from sophomore. Rafael Teixeira that was knocked
down by UK's senior goalkeeper, Andy
Gruenebaum.
UCF's defense held strong throughout

UCF senior
forward Jon
lmran fights for
the ball in
Sunday's 2·1 win
over Kentucky at
the UCF soccer
complex. The
win was UCF's
first in C·USA.

the first 45 minutes, blanketing the Wildcats
to zero shots. But, similar to Thursday's tie
against Marshall, the action picked up in the
secondhal£
After creating no chances in the first half,
the Wildcats came out firing early in the second half with a comer kick attempt and
another shot that sailed just wide right of
senior goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh.
In the 50th minute, Kentucky broke
through. Mcintosh came off the goal line in
an attempt to field the ball, and junior Riley
O'Neill fed the ball to the center ofthe box to
junior Ma$ew Baum, who was wide open
PLEASE SEE
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REBECCA BARNETI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

These matchups will make or break Knights
Staff Writer

Paul Carrington, be on your toes.
Cook, keep your eyes wide
open.
Kevin Smith, take notes.
A Reisman candidate is coming to
Orlando this weekend, and while Carrington and Cook must lead the defensive sabotage of DeAngelo ·Williams'
march to the Reisman Award ceremony in New York, Smith can learn a
thing or two from the two-time Conference USA Offensive Player of the
Year.
This game is all about stopping
Williams. The ~ghts will try to force
true freshman quarterback Billy Barefield to beat them, hoping that it will
be a long night for the Tigers' defense,
a victim of multiple three-and-outs
that will prevent a sustained period of
·rest.
For this to happen, the Knights
must take advantage of some key
matchups. Here's the breakdown.
Jam~s

When UCF has the ball •••
Key Matchup: UCF quarterback
Steven Moffett versus Memphis free
safety Wesley Smith.
·c onsistency on offense is the
ingredient missing in the recipe for a
winiling season at UCF. In last Saturday's win over Louisiana-Lafayette,
the Knights were out to a 21:-0 lead
with 9:30 remaining in the second
quarter. Obviously, keeping a pace of
close to 60 points is unfair to expect, ·
but to remain scoreless until three seconds remain in the game is inexcusable. Against Marshall, UCF was able
to s_s::ore 17 points before halftime, but
stti.iggled to put up just two Matt
Prater field goals in the second half,
depending on the defense forcing
turnovers to bail them out. The
Knights don't need to score on every
drive, but they also can't afford sustained periods of offensive ineffectiveness.
The Memphis defense needs
turnovers to succeed.. While that may
not seem like some profound state7
ment of football analysis, the numbers
don't lie about Memphis' defense. In
their two losses, .the Tigers have a
combined three turnovers. In their
two victories, include last week's win
over West Division favorite UTEP;
they have a combined nine turnovers,
including six by UTEP.
The Moffett versus Smith matchup

Advantage: Memphis
X's and O's •••

SMUvs.UAB

Key Matchup: UCF punt returner
Joe Burnett versus Memphis punter
Michael Gibson
The Knights aie facing a controversy at kicker after John Brown's
game winning field goal last Saturday.
While Brown has backed up fellow
senior Matt P;rater for two seasons, he
insists that their relationship is beneficial, and working with Prater has
only helped his game;
Memphis has not had place kicking issues since Stephen Gostkowski
became a Tiger in 2002. He is one of
the nation's best and was a semifinal- ·
ist for the 2004 Lou Groza Award for
the nation's top kicker.
Gibson must do his best to avoid
giving Burnett chances to break into
the open field. Burnett has proved
dangerous this season, blowing away
the competition as he leads the conference in punt return yardage and
average.

CHRIS HOYLER

ANOYVASQUEZ f CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

If the nearly perfect Steven Moffett from the first half of the ULL game shows up, the Knights can win.

highlights the turnover battle. Smith is ·
one of the nation's top defensive
backs, a Conference USA First-Teamer two years running. He leads the
team in tackles this season and has an
interception, his duties on Saturday
being to force Moffett into tu.mover
situations on third down, whether that
is through the air or with a blitz. Moffett needs to be aware of Smith, not
staring down Brandon Marshall or
Mike Walker or tipping when he may
run, as Smith will make him p;:i.y.

Advantage: Memphis
When Memphis has the ball. ••
Key Matchup: UCF defensive ends.
Carrington and Chris Welsh versus
Memphis offensive tackles Abraham
Holloway and Willie Henderson.
Billy Barefield is not the typical
third string, true freshman quarterback. He graduated high school in
December 2004 and was able to
attend spring practices, throwing himself into the starting quarterback race
for this season. He was highly recruited out of high school in Texas and
Louisiana, racking up 2,458 total yards
and 27 touchdowns in his senior season, which saw him line up at quarterback, running back, wide receiver and
kick returner. Making his first start

against arguably C-USA'.s best team
did not faze him, as Memphis Coach
Tommy West kept his passing to a
minimum, and he responded by
throwing 12-19 with 79 yards and, most
importantly, no turnovers.
Barefield's job in the UTEP game
was to hand the ball to Williams, but
that may change with game experience. There are not enough superlatives to attach to Williams' college
performance; he is quite simply the
nation's most dangerous running
back.
"He's the·type of guy you'll see on
Sunday," Welsh said.
Welsh and Carrington are the keys
to stopping the Memphis rushing
attack. Besides Williams, Barefield's
athletieiSm poses some problems for
the two defe'nsive ends, as they will
not be able to run around Memphis'
offensive tackles, both of which are
listed at over 6'4 and 310 pounds. Also,
wide . receiver Maurice Avery is a
threat on gadget plays such as the end
around or double reverse, even as a
quarterback on direct snap or option
plays with Williams. UCF must know
where Avery lines up on every single
play.

Advantage: Memphis

West and George O'Leary are not
strangers as they have met five times
before. O'Leary's Georgia Tech
squads were 2-3 against We.s t's
teams at Clemson, though three of
the games were decided by a field
goal.
West deserves credit for finding a
way to use Williams effectively
despite losing his top two quarterbacks to broken legs. UTEP looked to
stack the line against Williams, a tactic that has worked against other top
running backs like Adrian Peterson of
Oklahoma, who was shut down by
TCU earlier this year.
O'Leary's staff has changed the
mindset .at UCF, as optimism is high
heading into the final seven games.
"We believe in the system, we
believe in the coaching staff," Welsh
·
said.
Both these coaches are experienced and evenly matched, making
this the most interesting match up of
the night.

Advantage: Push

Bl

cial. He is a kid that can do everything.,,
"We've watched a lot of film .on
him," freshman strong safety Jason
Venson said of Williams. ''.And if you
stop him I think you stop Memphis.
Our main thing this week is pursuit.
We've got to pursue the ball and get
him down."
Many UCF defenders consider
taking on Williams an opportunity to
prove themselves, including senior
outside linebacker James Cook.
"When you're playing against a big
back, that always hypes you up to do
good," Cook said. "That's where players get their names. 'What did James

Cook do against a big name?. What
· did [UCF defensive end] Paul Car. rington do?' It's an opportunity."
Whether or not the UCF off~nse
can consistently move the ball will
also be important to the UCF defense.
The longer UCF's offense has the ball
means the longer the defense gets to
rest.
In the last two games the UCF
offense has been clicking in the first
half, but struggling when playing with
a lead in the second half.
UCF got off to a quick start, building a 17-point first-half lead against
Marshall two weeks ago but let Marshall back in the game in the second
half.
Against ULL last week, quarter-

back Steven Moffett was literally perfect in his first three drives.
The junior completed hiS first 10
passes for 182 yards and three touchdowns, giving UCF a 21-0 lead early in
the second quarter.
·
However, from that point on the
UCF offense struggled mightily. Moffett would not find another touchdown, and only completed five of his
final 15 passes. The Ragin' Cajun
defense also forced five sacks, a Moffett fumble and interception, all in the
second half.
"It was just them coming out of the
tunnel more fired up than us," UCF
receiver Brandon Marshall said. "But
we won't let that happen this week,
we're going .to play the whole gamE7

While the advantages may stack in
Memphis' favor, this is closer than it
looks on paper. UCF has the stability
at quarterback, but Memphis has the
home run threats in Williams and
AverY.. If the UCF offense takes care of
the ball and keeps the Tigers defense
on the field and Williams on the
bench, they will outwork them in the
fourth quarter and pull off the biggest
win since the Knights 40-38 win over
Alabama in 2000.

the whole 60 minutes."
The Knights finally found a way to
jumpstart their offense in the final
minutes of the game at ULL
True freshman running back
Kevin Smith emerged as a running
power in his own right for the Knights
in the final drive, carrying the ball
nine consecutive times for 51 yards
while putting the Knights well within
field goal range.
,
The maturing of Smith is
excit~
ing prospect to his·teammates.
"It was impressive," Marshall said.
"We definitely saw what's under that
third rib, which is his heart ... He's
just a freshman and he hasn't had that
break out game yet, people don't really know what he's got." ·

an

Freshmen step up to lead men's soccer to first C-USA win of year
said "I get all the schoolwork out of
mind, I just play with my teammates
and have a good time."
and netted his first goal of the year.
In the 74th minute, freshman Mike
. For the next 20 minutes, the Knights
had seven shots, including a straight-on Mattson almost gave the Knights the
attempt by junior Alejandro Gessen, lead when his header from a corner
but they couldn't crack the Wtldcats' kick sailed just wide. Less than two
goalkeeper. Freshman Jake Howard put minutes later, sophomore Islam Rashan end to that in the·72nd minute. The wan served a comer to the exact same
ball was cleared out to Howard, who spot and Mattson buried the shot for
found himself wide open and put in a . his third goal of the season.
With 10 minutes to go, Kentucky
low liner from 20 yards out past
bunched three shots at Mcintosh, but
Gruenebaum's right side.
''I thought Jake Howard was fantas- . he knocked them all away. After a
tic today," UCF Coach Brent Erwin rough outing on Friday, in which he
said ''I thought he was really: good with gave up four goals, Mcintosh gave the
the way he defended, his goal was obvi- type ·of performance that his team is
ously good I thought he was fantastic:' used to seeing, making four saves to
"I just got to stay focused," Howard preserve a crucial C-USA triumph,
FROM

Bl

corner
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CHRIS MORELLO
Contributing Writer

Co-Rec football champions crowned
Tham Dix-n-Chix held off a field of
ll co-ed teams this weekend to repeat
as Co-Rec champions. Early on, it
looked as if Dix-n-Chix would once
again steamroll the competition, win-

~

International University. The Golden
men's soccer's first C-USA will.
"This is one of the biggest wins," Panthers have grabbed a win and a tie
Mattson said. "We had a big win in their first .two conference gaines,
against FAU, but with this being a con- with the win coming in a 7-0 rout of
ference game; this is probably our . Marshall, which included a hat trick by
FIU freshman Levi Coleman.
biggest win so far."
The Knights have outscored their
"It is a confidence builder because
you can look at it," Erwin said. "We opposition 17-10 this year. In this game
were beating them in every category. against the Panthers, however, they
In the first half, they didn't have a shot. will have to face off with the reigning
In the second half, they had a flui:-ry of C-USA Defensive Player of the Week,
like four, but other than that, they did- junior goalkeeper Shawn Crowe.
"I think we'll be ready," Howard said
n't really have a chance."
,
Now, after playing eight of their first of the road trip. 'We are going to have
nine matches on home turf, the some good practice this week and just
Knights hit the road for their next three play real hard and keep our game up
.
games. All of the Knights' remaining . and be ready:•
The Knights take on the Panthers at
games are in C-USA
First up for the squad is Florida 7 p.m. Saturday night in Miami

ning its first game versus TMS 24-0.. Ott.
The Dix-n-Chix came out firing in
They would get a wake up call in the
next game, which resulted in a 0-0 tie the first half as Mike Ruggieri hit
against the M Squad.
Reniesha Brown-Lewis for the game's
'We knew then and there it was gut first score. Minutes later Brown-Lewis
check time and we had to step up," would return the favor finding RugDix-n-Chix co-captain Christine Fer- gieri in the back of the end zone to take
nandez said
a 20-0 halftime lead
In the second half, Elizabeth Moose
Sure enough, when those two
teams squared off in the elimination dashed the Kappa Knights' comeback
round, Dix-n-Chix was able to put hopes with a critical interception. Rugtogether a nearly flawless first half and gieri then found Lauren Cruz for the
advance to the championship game game's final score as the Dix-n-Chix
· chalked up a 30-0 shutout in its title
with a seven-point victory.
The last team standing between the defense.
Dix-n-Chix and a back-to-back title
was the Kappa Knigh(s led by veterans Individual Sports Trivia has new champ
All questions were answered as to
Josh Weisman, Laura Storey, Brittany
Rutledge and quarterback Thomas who has the greatest compilation of

v
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When SMU (l-4, 0-2 C-USA) and
UAB (3-1, 1-0 C-USA), two teams that are ~
heading.in different directions, meet this
Saturday, the game will make the disparity even clearer.
The UAB Blazers are having an :
extremely successful season. Quarter-"' back Darrell Hackney has been unstoppable this year. When he faces the Mus- " •
tangs, a team that has allowed 151 points
in five games, Hackney· will be licking
his lips. His completion percentage is
nearly 70 percent, throwing for mote .,
than 1,100 yards in his first four games. · !
SMU's season so far has been painful
to watch. The Mustangs defense has '
· been inept and the offense has·been use- ~ "
less. At this point in the season, quarterback Jerad Romo has thrown just over •
500 yards, and the offense has scored •
only 15 points a game.
~
This is the first .meeting between ·-·
these two teams. UAB has been forcing
mistakes all season long, including 12 •
turnovers. 10 of the 12 were on interceptions. Look out SMU, this one is going to
be tough.

Rice vs. East Carolina

The final word •••

Smith becoming a dangerou·s weapon.for Knights as well
FROM

Marshall vs. Virginia Tech
Marshall's Thundering Herd (2-2, 1-1
C-USA) will have its full share and more- .
this weekend when the team heads to
Blacksburg to face the Virginia Tech-· · '1
Hokies (5-0).
Virginia TecJ::i enters this game as the.
No. 3 team in the nation, with an arsenal
of weapons on both sides of the ball. •
Marcus Vick, brother of Atlanta Falcons
star Michael Vick, has become a Reis~I
man candidate this year. Vick is a threat
on any play, with speed that rivals a wicfe · ·•
receiver and one of the top arms in the ·
nation.
Marshall needs some divine inter-= ·- -11
vention on Saturday. Quarterback r
Bernard Morris will face one of the best
defenses in the nation. Morris was able
to scramble around and make plays last •
week, but the Hokies aren't SMU. · The
Hokies have allowed 40 points in five
·
~
games this season.
This game has a chance to get ugly
quickly. The Marshall team needs to
bring its A-game and maybe a National
Guard unit.

Special teams .••

Moffett throwing and
Williams running key to
each respective offense

AROUND C-USA.

useless sports knowledge last Friday as
Paul Horton took home the 2005 Individual Sports 'llivia championship.
Matt. Gary, Matt Kaplan, Victor
Anderson and Horton managed to
advance to the final four after fending
off a field of 14 competitors.
In overtime Horton and Anderson
battled back and forth, flaunting their
knowledge of NFL running backs,
NBA Rookies of the Year and NCAA
basketball champions.
Anderson, who has been named
the Shaq of sports trivia, because he
doesn't always win but he's always a
threat, found hirrtself stumped on the
final question as Horton knocked off
the defending champ in thrilling
fashion.

East Carolina (1-3, 0-1. C-USA) was
supposed to have a defense, but last •
week's performance leaves that up for
debate, and Rice (0-3, 0-1 C-USA) i.S hoping that team is still feeling the loss.
The Pirates, who gave up 493 yards to ~
Southern Miss last week, have surely
been studying films to figure out what
went wrong. With the unsure status of ·
the defense, quarterback James Pinkney ~1
needs to be on his game.
Spirits must be high for the Rice
Owls going into this game. While the ~
Owls don't have the passing game
Southern Miss does, they certainly have '
the running game. The Owls' option
attack gained 267 yards against UAB last '-)
week.
If East Carolina's defense doesn't
improve this week, the Owls will run the
Pirates up and down the field.

Houston vs. Tulane
The game on Saturday between "·
Houston (2-2, 1-1 C-USA) and Tulane (21, 1-0 C-USA) will serve to break the 4-4 _
tie in the series.
The Houston Cougars offense has
been stellar all season long. Quarterback
Kevin Kolb has been both the best
weapon and the biggest liability for his
team. He has thrown for 1,115 yards and ·
10 touchdowns, but he has also had nine
interceptions. Houston's running game
will be important in this matchup; the rt•
Cougars are averaging 194 yards on the
ground.
The Green Wave hlls not been partic- '
ularly good at anything so far tliis year, : •
but the team hasn't been particularly :
bad at anything either. The defense is
letting up 18 points per game and the
offense is scoring close to 25 points per ~
game. Qµarterback Lester Ricard has
been successful so far this season, averaging 264 yards each ·game. Ricard
needs to watch out for turnovers this
game, since giving Houston any extra
· opportunities will be painful to watch.
The high-powered offense of Houston could overwhelm the Green Wav"e,
but if the defense can force turnovers
from Kolb and his crew, Tulane has a
good .chance of taking this game.
.~

Tulsa vs. Southern Miss
For the first time in 10 years, Tulsa (2- <,/..
3, 1-1 C-USA) and Southern Miss (2-1, 1-0
C-USA) will meet on the field.
Southern Miss is coming off a game
in which the offense burst onto the ,.
scene. The Golden Eagles were able to
run and gun their way over and around
East Carolina for a total of 493 yards.
Quarterback Dustin Almond has '' •
increased his completion percentage
with each game this season, going from
50 percent against Alabama to 67.6 per- ._
1
cent against East Carolina. With the running tandem of Cody Hull and Larry
Thomas, the Eagles defense will look to
soar.
Tulsa must be glad to be past the first
part of its schedule, after facing two of
the bast backs in the nation but the
Eagles offense is also powerful. Almond ~i
is on top of his game, but the matchup
will be close if 'Tulsa can shut down the
running game and force.mistakes.
-ZACH MOORE

1
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,Volleyball drops two straight in C-USA
Women continue
~ intense stretch of
conference matchups
'.A

FROM

·ANDY JACOBSOHN
StaffWriter

· · .After two consecutive Confer;. ense USA losses to Memphis and
Southern Methodist University,
the UCF women's volleyball team
11 has fallen to 2-2 in C-USA aod 4-7
overall this seasoIL
Sunday's loss to Memphis at the
UCF Arena came as sophomore
~ outside hitter Lorin Lukas gained
her second consecutive doubledouble with 10 kills and 10 digs.
Junior outside hitter Maina
ii
'
. Heming had another strong
sqowing as well with 15 kills.
The Knights _took game two
.~ with a .452 hitting percentage after
losing the first game to the Tigers.
The team lost the next two games
to·lose the match to the Tigers in
• fom games (26-30, 30-16, 27-30, 2830}.
. "They played really well in
games three and four," Coach
.A Meg Colado said of Memphis.
'W.e did not k~ep up the intensity
the whole way and it really
shewed."
.
•
lb.e Knights struggled in the
fimtl two games, hitting 302 and
.ig~ in games . three and four
l respectively, while the Tigers hit
.413 and 324, respectively.
·
"They started to hit more
b:ills,'' Colado said. "We didn't
,J- maintain a good enough defen.sive level, and ifthe balls aren't up
you can't swing."
•
Junior setter Leah Alexander
matched a career high with 46
assists. Senior. libero Katie
Kohnen set a match-high with 23

C-USA matches take
women's team west

REBECCA BARNEIT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Freshman middle blocker Jenny Heppert spikes the ball during Sunday's four-game loss to Memphis atthe UCF Arena. UCF is now 2-2 in C-USA.
.

I

defensive digs. Junior middle it's going to be long, there .is no · SMU to reach a new career high
blocker Jana Mitchell hit .478 and questioIL"
. of 49 assists.
posted 13 kills in the loss. ·
The first match on the long list
A notable for the match was
Sophomore outside hitter was the rescheduled contest Mitchell who had 12 kills and four
Schanell Neiderworder posted against the SMU Mustangs on blocks, tying her for sixth all-time
eight total blocks of the Knights' Monday.
for blocks in a single game.
19 total blocks.
·
The Mustangs took the match
Freshman libero Lindsay RanContributing to the Tigers' in four games (30-19, 32-30, 30-27, dazzo was strong defensively for
team hitting percentage of .329 30-23). The win raised the Mus- the Knights with a career high 33
was Ashley tiford who had 23 tangs' record to 6-9 and 2-i in C- digs.
kills. The only Tiger double-dou- USA play.
For UCF, the next plane leaves
ble was from Nancy Nellans with
In game one, the Knights hit for Greensville, N.C., where the
18 kills and 11 digs. Laura Cote had .275 as a team. but that fell to .176 Knights will play the East Carolia match-high 66 assists for her for the match in the final three na Pirates on Friday. First serve is
team, and Christen Clayton games.
.
set for 7 p.m.· µi the Williams
totaled 17 digs.
In the loss, Heming tallied a Arena at Minges Coliseum.
That match was only one of a double-double, her fifth of the
. In the one previous meeting, in
long stretch of consecutive C- season, with 15 kills and 12 digs. Richmond, Ky., at the 1979 Eastern
USA matches for the Knights. , Another double-double came Kentucky
Invitational,
the
The next day the team took off for from Neiderworder who posted a Knights won in two games.
career best 22 digs and 14 kills.
Memphis.
The Pirates (9-6, 1-2 C-USA)
"This is a tough road week,''
After tying her career high in · are 4-3 at home this year. Their
Colado said 'We are about at the assists against Memphis, Alexan- last win came on Tuesday over
airport every day this week, and der added three more against UNC Wtl.J:ningtoIL
·

Bl

shots of their oWIL
The second half proved to
be even more intense. Twelve
minutes into the quarter,
Owls sophomore Susanna
Lehtinen passed the ball to
fellow Finland native NoksoKoivisto who was successful
in scoring past goalkeeper
Beth Harless from inside the
box.
With 34 minutes left in the
game, hope wps still alive.for
the Knights, who continued
to put up, a good fight. Lydia
Jones regained momentum
for UCF by taking the first
shot on goal in the second
half with just under 13 minutes remaining. Courtney
Baines, Kristin Bilby and Jessalyn Withers all followed
suit with shots on goal.
The Knights also managed to squeeze in three corner kicks in the period as
well. The defense was alert as

the FAU offense continued to ·
plow down the field with its
new-folind energy after its
first goal.
FAU midfielder Ashley
Mannarino had a chance to
add to her team's score with a
close call in the 62nd minute.
Although Mannarino got the
ball past Harless, UCF
defender Jessica Jackson was
there to knock her attempt
away right before the goal
line, keeping the game close.
Goalies for both teams
kept the ball out of the net,
each finishing with five saves.
Sunday's loss to FAUwas
UCF's final non-conference
game·of the seasoIL
The Knights are now
preparing for a matchup with
Tulane in College Station,
Texas, on Friday as they
return to Conference USA
play. They will finish the
weekend in El Paso where
they will challenge UTEP
Sunday aftemooIL

Cross country hoping to
stay healthy through fall
FROM

Bl

improve. After disappointing
team reSults, the women wil+
need to remember to trust
their training.
With the grind of the season starting to get to the runners, coaches and team trainers will work to make sure
each athlete is in top form.

"We need to stay healthy
and focused," she said.
With nearly half the season
over, the cross country teams
will be sure to throw their
efforts into high gear and finish the season strong.
The cross country team
will take part in Saturday's
Disney Classic in Lake Buena
VISta.
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REVEREND RUN'S WORDS OF

. ..

The rap icon returns this month with a new album, Distortion, and a new show on MTV

I

BRANDON BIELICH
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Staff Writer

TODAY

Mono

Tired of those annoying
anime freaks thinking they've

got a monopoly on all things
Japan? Then see the Japanese
post-rock band, Mono, before
they become cool over here!
With guests Bellini and LKN. 9
p.m.at The Social.407-2461419

, Before some current UCF students were even
born, three men began a revolutionary movement in the genre ofhip-hop music. Joseph "Run".
Simmons, Darryl "D.M.C." McDaniels and 'Jason
"Jam Master Jay" Mizell made up the Queens,
NY., trio known as Run-D.M.C.
After a career spanning almost 15 years and
numerous album releases, the Run-D.M.C. name
slowly began fading from the spotlight.
Then, in 2002, shortly after the release of two
greatest hits albums and a successful tour with
. Aerosmith - Run-D.M.C. is perhaps best known
for it$ cover of "Walk This Way" - Run-D.M.C.

made headlines once again, btit in a tragic way.
Mizell, 37, had been shot while in a Queens
recording studio. The news shocked fans and colleagues alike. It looked as though the Run-D.M.C.
legacy would end in calamity.
But now, Run is back
Well, at least Reverend Run is. Although now
an ordained minister, Simmons still felt the
yearning to make another album, this time as a
solo artist.
Distortion, which hits stores Oct. 18, not only

draws on the unique style of Run-D.M.C., but also
comes from other influences.
"This album ... comes from knowing how to .
make this type of music from over the years,
besides for the fact that God gave me the direc- .
tion [to go in], but the talent that I got from God,
I just went with that,'' Simmons said during a
conference call "I didn't really try to pull from
new influences at all."
Additionally, Simmons aims to point out that
the new album does not sound like the breaking
hip-hop artists of today.
. "If you've ever heard :Run-D.M.C. before, and ·
you like it, you'll know that Run sounds just like
Run. Run doesn't sound like Jay-Z, 50 [Cent], or
Kanye [West]. [Distortion] sounds exactly like
the Run you love," Simmons said.
Simmons describes Distortion as an "honest"
PLEASE SEE

TODAY

NEW ON B7

· The Unseen
,
'1 '

Ifyou go see punk-rock
veterans The Unseen at Back
Booth, will they have to change
their name? Probably not. With
guests Global Threat and Career
Suicide. Doors open at 7 p.m.
407-999-2570

TODAY-SUNDAY

Christopher
Titus
•:

Lots of comedians have an
acerbic style of humor, but
Christopher ntus had one
before it was cool. He was also
on 27 Jump Street back in the
· da~.321-281-8000

TOMORROW

Liz Phair

I
~I

There's some who say Liz
Phair sold out.Some say she
didn't. But either way, she's still
popular.And that's all that mat- .
ters, kids. With guest Matt Pond
PA. 7:30 p.m. at the House of
Blues.407-934-BLUE

I

I

SATURDAY

}: · Seven Mary
Three
j

1

1

·J:

Oh no! The Seven Mary
Three show at The Social on Friday is sold out?! Relax chum,
they'll be at the House of Blues
the day after. Doors open at 7:30
• p.m: 407-934-BLUE

SATURDAY

The24Hour
"' i Party People
:' Tour

Amusic tour based on a
movie? Who woulda thunk it?
Headlining the performance is
Peter Hook of Joy Division and
New Order who helped craft the
post-punk scene in Manchester,
England. 9 p.m. atThe Social.
407-246-1419
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SUNDAY

' .Henry Rollins
>, spoken word
~
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If you haven't seen Henry
Rollins do spoken word yet, you
must go to this show. It's as simpie as that. What, you've got
something better to do? No. You
don't. 6:30 p.m. at the House of
Blues.407-934-BLUE

DVD RELEASE
FOR WEEK OF DCT. 11

Arrested
Development
Season 2
Why aren't more people
watching this show? It's easily
the best sitcom on TV right now.
But it might not be fo~ much
longer ifit doesn't get more
·fans!
Other releases include
Unleashed,KingdomofHeaven,
South Park Season 6set, High
Tension and Kicking andScream. ing,perhapstheworstWill Ferrel! movie ever.

For director, feature-film debut was a longtime waiting
Ex-waiter worked eight
years trying to get
movie in production
WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

You can hear it in his voice. Beyond the
laid-back demeanor, beneath the sardonic
tone there is a faint but indelible trace that
remains after years of people-pleasing

pressure. Once upon 11
time, Rob McKittrick was
a waiter, and that occupation has inadvertently
rewarded him with a film
career.
It took long enough.
"This is my baby. Hell,
it's ·m y 8-year-old child, McKittrick
starting second grade,"
said 32-year-old McKittrick, speaking of
his writing and directorial debut, Wait-:
ing..., which follows the staff of fictional
chain restaurant "Shenanigan's" as they

ward off boredom and take on customers
over the course of the day.
McKittrick's muse was his experiences
as a waiter in several such restaurants. At
age 21, he first waited at a Steak & Ale in
his hometown of Bradenton, Fla.
Here, many specific concepts were
culled, particularly messing with the food,
as well as "The Game,'' in which participants get their peers to unknowingly
glance at one's genitalia
After being fired from Steak & Ale for
a double-tipping scam, McKittrick
became a brief Bennigan's employee in

Sarasota, only to discover a more worthwhile pursuit in selling ecstasy.
"I got busted,'' McKittrick said. ''.A
friend wore a wire, they arrested me, I
went to court and I was put on probation,
all that stuff. It was a part of my life I've
come to terms with." .
In 1997, McKittrick moved to Orlando,
partially motivated by the happening
nightlife ("I was still in my club phase," he
said) and partially motivated by the ·
opportunity to participate in UCF's film
PLEASE SEE
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Nightmarish work in restaurants inspired film's script
fROM

BS

program.
He then worked at a local
Roadhouse Grill, a place he considers "by far, the worst restaurant I've ever worked in."
"It was all bad country
music, all the time,'' McKittrick
said "They let people throw the
peanut shells on the floor,
which took me longer to clean
up, and we were literally located directly across the street
from a trailer park."
Between that and a tip average around 15 percent, McKittrick knew he "just didn't jive·
there." However, it was at Roadhouse Grill that he began to
observe parallels between the
different restaurants.
"It was.like, the exact same
people I worked with before got ·
transferred to this place,'' he
said "Little things were· different, but essentially, it was the
same thing."
Inspired to write a script,
McKittrick continued to work
on it as he relocated to a nearby
TGI Friday's on East Colonial
Drive.
There, he f mished his first
draft and, through a "co-worker,
met Dean Shull, who became
one of the film's many producers.
"I started handing out my
script to whoever would read it
or give it to someone who
would. Meanwhile, Dean and I
set out to get money from
everyone we could," he said.
"We were going to make it
on the cheap, with no nudity or
violence, just a funny comedy
with a lot of universal references for anyone who's ever
worked in a restaurant."
After a year of dead ends,
McKittrick and Shull attended
the 199~orida Film Festival
(also laiown as "The Year of the
Blair Witch") and met a producer.
While a subsequent meeting
proved pointless, Shull wooed
the producer's cute receptionist, and while dating her, met
her Hollywood producer pal,
Jeff Balis.
Balis enjoyed the script and
passed it on to Chris Mom:e,
producer of American Pie,
among other films. While
Moore's company decided to
support Waiting..., they did not
support his desire to direct his
own script.
"I don't blame them entirelri" said McKittrick. "Froin their
standpoint, I was a waiter from
Orlando with zero directing
experience, so it was logical that
they looked for someone else."
.While Moore wanted to produce the film with another
director, a separate group supported McKittrick's decision,
even though they had a lesser
budget than Moore.
After meeting each party out
in California, McKittrick and
Shull were introduced to Balis'
neighbor, Tim Shultz - who
also ended up as a producer on
the film - who happened to be
an assistant to an agent at the
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Director Rob McKittrick (right)·directs David Koechner on the set of Waiting.... The film is based on McKittrick's experience in food service.

William Morris Agency.
Shortly following, the fund- base message boards, keeps a
Through Shultz, Artisan ing was in place and casting MySpace and also regularly
Entertainment picked up the began. Soon, Ryan Reynolds, updates a blog for the film at
script, but still refused to give Anna Faris and Luis Guzman . robmckittrick.c;om.
"It was originally part of the
the directing reins over to were set to star, and pre-proMcKittrick.
duction was to begin in Kenner, Lion's Gate site, but they were
A main exec at Artisan, Jon La., just 0utside of New concerned my language might
get them in trouble with the
Shestack - yet another of the Orlea.nS.
16 total producers - was the
Then, on the very first day of MPAA," he said of his Web site,
central advocate at the studio pre-production,
Rernolds which initially warns visitors of
·
opted to take the role in Blade: its rampant vulgarity.
for getting the movie made.
Then the studio began offer- Trinity, so filming was postThe film itself has drawn
ing rewrites.
poned to March 2004. Howev- many comparisons to cult clas"They wanted to make more er, this extra time only allowed sics Clerks and Office Space.
of a Porky's or an American Pie the assembled cast to gain pop- McKittrick sees them as nothing but flattery.
with their suggestions,'' he said. ularity.
"I love those films too, so I
'"Let's send the characters to
"There were only .two posithe mall.' No, hot when the film tives to the immense delay: We see tl)em as favorable comparis about the day of a server. It had more time to prepare, and isons,'' he said. "I'm not on my
just didn't make sense to have our cast became more popular, high horse. I know my film isn't
the most original, and I pitched
them leave the restaurant mid- McKittrick said
movie."
"Ryan [Reynolds], of course, it as such: a fun comedy in the
Soon afterwards, Artisan with Blade and Amityille Hor- vein of those movies."
At this time, McKittrick is
collapsed after failing to follow ror, Anna [Faris] had the Scary
up the success of The Blair Movie series and was getting working on two follow-ups.
Witch Project. As Shestack left, great rt;sponse to Lost in 1tans- The first one is his second orighe also managed to get the lation, Justin Long had Dodge- inal script entitled Man Crush,
rights to Waiting... on the way ball, Dane Cook was only get- which is "a romantic comedy
. tip.g more fans and then Andy about two guys without being
out.
In early 2001, a little-known Milonakis had his own MTV gay or creepy," while the other
director, Russell DeGrazier, was show. It was great."
is a script by the writers behind
chosen to direct it, and though
The editing process was a Harold & Kumar Go To White
he pledged from the beginning grueling task that left McKit- Castle called The Wingman,
to keep McKittrick in the loop, trick at odds with many of his starring Christopher Walken.
"It's about a guy who, as a
he soon began rewriting the peers.
entire script behind McKit"In terms of the MPAA, we kid, was always used to pick up
trick's back.
.
didn't have to take out too women," he said. "When he
At this time, Chris Fenton much, though we changed .grows up, he offers to be the
left the William Morris Agency some more offensive lyrics in wingman for other people. It's
and passed McKittrick onto Milonakis' rap at the end, and · just great, knowing that
Greg McKnight, a colleague . we cut ba--k on some of the Walken's attached. It'll be a
blast." .
who also happened to · be male and female crotch shots."
DeGrazier's agent.
However, Waiting... is com. Fans need not worry about
When the inevitable rift the trims to the film.
ing to an end, with its nation--·
occurred, it was McKittrick,
"We're already working on wide release this weekend. ··
Balis and Moore against Shes- an unrated DVD, with com"I get a lot of satisfaction
tack, DeGrazier and DeGra- mentaries, behind-the-scenes knowing it's done,'' McKittrick
zier's agent, the one he shared stuff, interviews, and a whole shares. "There's still this preslot more. It's a wealth of materi- sure, this good anxiety, to see
with McKittrick.
However, the time came, and al,'' McKittrick said. "It'll very how it does this weekend, but
the option expired, reverting much be in the spirit of the I'm just glad to see it coming
rights to the script from Shes- movie."
together like this."
After editing, the film was
It would appear that Rob
tack back to McKittrick.
In control, he fired DeGra- tested to impressive scores, and McKittrick has taken a medizier, had a falling out with McK.:. McKittrick set tip a loose deal um-rare opportunity and made
night, nominated himself to with Lion's Gate Films, who it a job well-done.
direct and seconded said nomi- agreed to release it in late 2005.
McKittrick is now devoting
nation.
Rob Green, head of Media his efforts to promoting the film
Ventures, an upstart film com- and encouraging the spreading
pany, had been in talks with of word-of-mouth for the openMcKittrick, and managed to ing weekend. He responds to
provide some fmancing.
fans on Internet Movie Data-
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Waiting... Covers fun, familiar film territory

show that will debut on MTV a
week before the release of Disand "refreshing" album. Honest tortion.
in the fact that it does not follow
Critics .m ay waste little time
that aforementioned new "for- before jumping to conclusions
mula"
about the new, dysfunctional
"It seems no one would want flilllily-based reality series. But
to make a record that sounded again, Simmons is quick to point
· like 1985 or 1986 [in 2005], so the out the lack of similarities of his
album is honest for that reason," show when stacked up against
Simmons said. "It's honest others.
· because it's not trying to chase
"This show is a very healthy
any new trend."
show; it has a message behind it
But that is not to say that Sim- ... my name is Reverend Run, so
mons does not enjoy how far . people will see ·my show as my
hip-hop has come in the last ministry," Simmons said.
According to Simmons, each
decade. Though he may not
want to follow their patterns, show begins with a "word of
Simmons will be first to congrat- wisdom." Simmons sends the
ulate Kanye West, 50 Cent and - messages to many people,
including tennis star. Serena
others on their success.
"I like what's goin' on in hip- Williams, Kid Rock, LL Cool J
hop ... the industry is wohderful, and others.
beautiful," he said. "Rap is so big
Simmons ponders the inspithat Will Smith owns Holly- rational messages while relaxing
wood, and [he has stood up for in his bath tub, surrounded by
us] ... in other words, we run books.
_
things."
"When the show starts, you'll
On a personal note, Simmons notice that the show kind of
also took the opportunity to intertwines into this word of
publicly embrace the passing of wisdom, if you're looking closeMizell with his song, "Home ly," Simmons said. "And then
Sweet Home." Simmons said he when the show ends, after all the
used the music as a way to cope zany, funny, great teaching things
with the unfortunate events.
happen, I'm back in the tub writ"It let me express how much ing my word of wisdom again."
Jay was a nice guy ... The lyrics
Simmons feels confident
talk about the heart that he had," about the new show and the new
Simmons said. ·
albwn. However, as far as future
"On one occasion, I say on the plans go, Simmons leaves them
record, 'We shouldn't ask why to a hlgher power.
"I'm just a servant to God,"
Jay is gone/We should be more
concerned why we are still Simmons said. "He's tellin' me to
here."'
do these things now."
In addition to a new album,
"My life is here to'inspire peoSimmons will soon allow fans to ple. So I'll always be doing someget a glimpse of the Reverend's thing in the public eye that they
new lifestyle - by inviting them · could [benefit] fi:om ... I [hope
into his house.
to] leave this earth with nothing
Run's House is a new reality . · left to offer."
FROM

Comedy boasts a
~olid ensemble cast,
. . founnr shenanigans
.:..

WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

. There isn't much of Waiting... that
audiences haven't seen elsewhere. How• eyer, under that burden, it manages to·
polish up a made-to-order film with
inspired humor of a both verbal and vulgar nature and exist as·worthwhile entertainment.
Dean (Justin Long) is·four years out of
high school and still slaving as a server at
.. a chajn restaurant called Shenanigan's.
"' There, his co-workers include the sardonic Monty (Ryan Reynolds), the sweet
Serena (Anna Faris), the sage Bishop
(Chi McBride) and the steaming Naomi
(Alanna Ubach), among many others.
'throughout the dragging day, Dean tries
to find some hope for a future career out.Ai side of a managerial position underneath
the ever-incompetent Dan (David
Koechner).
·
. The day also includes the training of
" newbie Mitch (John Francis Daley), who
is often interrupted by chefs Raddimus
(Luis Guzman) and Floyd (Dane Cook)
in their enthusiastic participation in
"The Game."
.
Though Clerks, Empire Records and
Office Space seem to have covered the
• "daily grind" comedic subgenre, Waitiug... takes place in the realm of the
restaurant, which allows for more
inspired incidents to occur. There are
~ many touches that will undoubtedly ring
true 'with employees of food establishments, while those who don't will grasp
just enough of the joke to get a kick out
" of it.
It is through the occasional tastelessness that the film adds some flavor. Few

New album, old school feel -

COURTESY LION'S GATEFILMS

Monty (Ryan Reynolds, center) dishes about the life in a chain restaurant in Rob McKittrick's Waiting....

trick, a veteran waiter,
sequences seem to be
Waiting...
brings capable direction to
gross-out just to spite the
his own screenplay, which
viewer. However, they
manage not to be gratucarries a more tangible tone
Director: Rob McKittrick
itous gags, and they elicit Stars: Ryan Reynolds, Anna Faris, than most other comedies.
the sad realization that the
The ensemble is solid
Justin Long, Dane Cook
across the board, especially
tainting of meals and
Starts Friday in theaters
Reynolds as Monty, with
flashing of genitalia were ·
everywhere
inspired by true events.
the sharp tongue and
For the most part, the
relentless charisma that has
pacing of laughs is consistent, and miss- won him so many fans.
At the end of the day, anyone looking
es are few and far-between. The best
example seems to be a subplot concern- to enjoy some laughs will leave a satising Calvin (Robert P;itrick Benedict) and fied customer. Waiting... manages to elehis reluctance to urinate in public rest- vate itself over the reheated cliches, even
rooms, a thread that is mildly amusing if it's not always in good taste.
[Note: Those eager to get their just
and never really pays off as much as
intended.
·
desserts should stay seated through the
First-time writer/director Rob McKit- entire credits.]
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You ·came to Orlando to learn new things, party, meet new
people, party, expand your understanding, party, and receive the
education you rieed to make your way in the world. Right~
Okay, here's your first lesson. Eat right and stay healthy.
The infirmary is no fun. .
Best way to eat right (and save money) is to come to Grispers.
We've got incredible garden fresh gourmet salads, hearty stacked
sandwiches, wraps, soups, gumbos, chowders, and,
for the occasional splurge, a selection of desserts, sundaes, milk
shakes, and frozen treats that will knock your socks right off
your feet. If you happen to be wearing socks.
Better yet- we now offer a huge selection of
delicious HOT entree items.

.

,,.

Example: our Big BIG baked potato, covered in all kinds
of yummy stuff, like pot roast, Tex-Mex chicken, and more.
Plus there's a variety of flat breads with toppings that are great
as a snack or a complete meal. Then, we've got new
HOT toasted sandwiches, which includes
the best Reuben you've ever tasted, probably.

Plenty to eat, and it's all good~
Plus,_you'll SAVE $2 on
any menu item you order
over $4.99.
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Tradition.stems
from tailgating

EXACTLY. IT'~
LIKE YOU
Tl-IAT MAKE MY
~06 WORTI-1 IT.

Wl-IAT?
TAILGATE

PUtJK~

VIOLATIOtJ~?

WE WERE DRltJKltJG ROOTeEER!

A

s a result of the shooting
well-being because of a burwho bring their future UCF studeath of UCF police offi- , geoning thug mentality that a
dents and the current students
cer Mario Jenkins at the
small percentage of the tailgathoping to see the beginning of a
Sept 24 football tailgate, univer- ing community possesses.
winning tradition.
If people are told that they
sity administration has created a
What's being overlooked is
task force to look into ways l:o
that there is a growing percentcan o~y tailgate for two hours
make tailgating at UCF. football
before a game or that they can't
age of people at UCF tailgates
games safer for students, alumni that have nothing to .do with
have tents or barbecue grills,
UCF football and have no conand all fans in attendance.
there is going to be a greater
cern whatsoever for the.game
Among the ideas presented
amount of indifference and disat Tuesday's task force meeting
dain for the tradition that this
inside the Citrus Bowl. These
were creating a more entertainpeople have no place in the staschool's football program barely
ing atmosphere for the tailgatdium parking lots and tailgating even has.
The university's new tailgatfields, and they are the first that
ing crowd, offering more free
need to be weeded out and ban- ing task force needs to keep in
food and non-alcoholic bever- .
ages and possibly limiting the
mind that this school is heading
ished from tailgates.
time that UCF fans are allowed
There isn't any room for the
toward a much larger horizol\
to tailgate in the Citrus Bowl
people who head to the Citrus
with its athletic endeavors.
· There is a stadium on the way
Bowl every Saturday just to sit
parking lots prior to all home
outside·and tailgate because it's
games.
that's going to need alumni.and
apparently the coolest thing to
It's important for the memfan support to pay for it.
bers of the task force "to realize
When UCF can't even fill an
do.
on-campus stadium because
what the tailgating exi>erience at
Tailgating is most certainly
any college football game is sup- an important part df college ath- alumni and students don't have
posed to be about.
letics and fanfare, but the more. the opportunity to tailgate like
the bigger schoois·in the nation,
Tailgating is about creating
important aspect is when fans
tradition and celebrating the
actually go into the stadium and there's going to be a digression
sense of athletic pride that dom- cheer for the home team.
in the building process of foot. ball tradition.
inates the college lifestyle. More
It doesn't do anyone any
than anything, it's an opportuni- . good when hundretls of people
Many people may see tailgatty'f9r fans of UCF football,
linger around in a parking lot
ing as a trivial event that causes
.y6ung and old, to come together drinking beer and ignoring what . more problems than it solves
25,000 other people came to
but they need to look at the
for one cause - appreciating
national .picture and see what
their alma mater.
devote their day to.
such a trivial event can do for
Above all else, there's not
However, in the wake of
Jenklns' tragic death, there is a
much to be said about a person
the progress of a university.
new sense of caution and conwho is content just sitting in a
Whether we talk about Floricern that normally has no reada and Georgia hosting "The
field while there's a perfectly
son to be associated with some- good football game going on
World's Largest Outdoor Cockinside the stadium.
tail Party'' or a few thousand
thing as simple as a college
But for the people who care,
football tailgate.
UCF fans with their flags and
Students, alumni, families
chairs, tailgating means the
it's important to preserve the
and all fans in general now have tradition as well as their wellworld when it comes to a unito worry about their personal
being. That includes the families versity's athletic reputation.
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Rebuilding ke~ .
not preaching
E

vangelist Franklin Grathat New Orleans is a place of
The most controversial of
Graham's assertions is the city's
ham, so~ and successor of ·sin is no more appropriate than
Rev. Billy Graham, has
the adult enterprises he is main- ties to the gay and lesbian comtaken the tragedy of Hurricane
munity. At an appearance in
taining should be eliminated.
Katrina's destruction of New
Graham also points a pious
Lynchburg this week, Graham
Orleans and turned it into a
finger at Mardi Gras, one of the
said, "God is going to use that
longest-running celebrations in
soapbox to deliver his religious
storm to bring revival. God has
history. If Mardi Gras is such a
a plan. God has a purpose."
beliefs to the ravaged city.
Graham said that Katrina's
Those are strong words from
horrible and offensive act of
ravage, while not a means of
hedonism, then Graham could
the religious leader, considering
God punishing the "city of sin,"
at least take issue with Fantasy
he made earlier claims that h~
is a chance for citizens of New
. doesn't believe God used this
Fest in Key West or any given.
Orleans to rebuild their city
weekend in Las Vegas before he storm as a means to punish the
decides to make the lives of
with purity instead of what he
city's !!inners.
said was its ties to satanic worNew Orleans residents any
He has argued openly that he
ship and sexual perversion.
never meant that God used the
more difficult.
The Big Easy certainly does
storm as punishment, but
Events like Mardi Gras garhave a history of excessive parner millions of dollars in revthere's a fine line between his
tying and there have always
enue for New Orleans each year contradictory statements which
been plenty of vices for visitors
never should have been made in
and make it one of the largest
to take advantage of, but chastis- tourism.hot spots in-t he United
the first place.
Local religious leaders have
ing a tom city's residents in
States.
their darkest hour is just wrong.
While there is nothing for
openly stated tpey do not
The. most important thing for the people of New Orleans to
believe Katrina was God's way
the people of New Orleans is to
. of punishing sinners and that
celebrate right now, tearing
rebuild their home, not to be
they hope this storm will allow
down the community's weektold that they're sinful and need long celebration of the original
the community to rebuild the
to reconstruct their city with a
French inhabitants of the region city with a greater moral fiber,
new moral fiber.
but have cited most of all an
is untimely and unnecessary.
Millions of people are homeurgency to do away with the
Needless to say, getting
less and are missing family
Mardi Gras up and running is
city's racial intolerance.
members, and it's no one's place one of the least important cenThe people of New Orleans
but the residents and the city
cerns of anyone in the region,
don't need someone telling
and state leaders to determine
them how to rebuild their city.
but taking away the possibility
of the party all together is non- . They need people to help them.
priorities.
If Graham is so concerned
Every major city in the Unitsense.
ed States has its share of strip
with reconstructing the moral
Eventually the residents will
clubs, casinos and other busihave their houses rebuilt, and it
fiber, then maybe he should roll
nesses of questionable moral
will be time to rebuild their cul- up his sleeves artd do more than
ture as well.
just open his mouth.
integrity. Graham's ~ssertion
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READER VIEWS

Disgust for recent letters
to the editor on Jenkins

I'm a police officer on a college campus
in Massachusetts and I've been reading the
stories connected to the tragic death of Officer Mario Jenkins in your paper. I have
found the writing and coverage to be quite
professional and yet still sympathetic. I
applaud your paper for this.
Your editorial concerning the release of
the photos reassured me in the intelligence
and integrity the media is capable of displaying when it so chooses, especially a col·
lege newspaper.
My reason for writing is I'm disgusted at
the letters to the editor I've read. A decent
- and by all accounts- brave, hardworking and honest cop died. He died while trying to ellforce the law. The basic facts are
.
that simple.
.
The laws are in place, he was sworn to
uphold and enforce those laws, and those
laws were being broken. That law includes
ones against an affray, or a public fight.
What has me enraged is ~ the armchair
quarterbacking being done by people who
have never had to do police work and deal
with a situation like this, some of whom
weren't even there.
What is wrong with you people? Wouldn't it be better to see what the final outcome
of the investigation is before you start with
all your criticisms and uneducated, illinformed advice on how the police !jhould
have done the job?
If you have an agenda, fine, go with it;
that's one of the things that make this country so wonderful. But have the decency not
to use the body of Officer Jerikins for your
soapbox. If not out of respect for his family,
out qf common courtesy.
- JAMES F. LEAHY JR.
BRAINTREE, MASS.

Students need to respect
UCF police department

Many of the Monday morning quarterbacks that have been responding on various
online message boards regarding the tragic
shooting death ofUCF's Officer Mario Jenkins are forgetting one important thing:.The
students involved did not obey a law
enforceQlent officer.
Many UCF students are under the mistaken impression the UCF Police Department officers are security guards. They are
not.
They are fully trained police officers who
go through the same training as city and
county police officers. They attend numerous workshops and training sessions each
year, many geared toward their particular
aiea of expertise.
As a UCF alumnus ('96, '01) and a former
student-employee of the campus police
department, I can attest to the fact that
many UCF students feel that they are at
sleep-away camp, with no parents and no
authority figures, and that they can do
whatever they please.
That includes underage drinking and .
drug use, wall<lng out into the middle of the
street whether cars are coming or not,
speeding through the campus, and parking
wherever they feel like it.
The UCFPD is in place to first and foremost protect the students. Stopping speeders protects students. Stopping underage
drinking protects students; The sense of
entitlement that many UGF students feel is
what puts many of them in danger. .
To the UCF college students who blame
Officer Jenkins for his own death: You are_
not in college to drink excessively. You are
in college to learn.
Of course, you can have fun. But you also
·must realize that you are in the real world.
The,real world has rules and laws. You
wouldn't dismiss the command of an Orlando Police Department officer, yet you disregard the command of a UCF police officer.
If the rowdy students at the Citrus Bowl

j
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1
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had heeded Officer Jenkins' commands, as
any law-abiding citizen would have, Officer
Jenkins perhaps would not have felt threatened and pulled his gun.
But, because many UCF students feel
that they own the place, a young of{icer has
..
lost his life.
I hope this tragic event :will teach the
UCF students to treat their officers - their
protectors - with the respect that they
have earned and deserve. ·

4)

- CINDY ELAVSKY

Leave drinking to the big
boys or terrorists win

It's great that we're going to be gettmg
tougher on underage drinking. Surely there
is no greater cause to die for than making
sure people under an arbitrary age - set by
a well-reasoned and logically motivated
organization like MADD - who by all other
measures are considered adults, are not
drinking alcohol, even in a responsible,
albeit illegal, way.
Underage people have no business drinking. They need to wait until the instant of
their birthday, when only then does a drastic biological process take place whereby
the person is able to understand the concept
of designated drivers or moderation.
This is not in any way some kind of
learned behavior. Otherwise why would.the
federal government force our state to adopt
this drinking age under pain of having our
highway funds taken away?
It's not like they would let some organization of mothers that does nothing but
make emotional appeals conduct their policy. The government would never try to l_egislate public morality or anything.
When someone drinks underage, they
are drinking with communism, and if these
laws are not enforced, the terrorists win.

•
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- NAME WITHHELD BY REQUEST

to

Sidewalk scripture riot
offend, onlv enlighten ·

I can understand that seeing scripture on .ili
a sidewalk could be offensive to some stu.
dents or faculty at .UCF.
I could understand that actually reading _·
it could be pretty offensive as well, especially if it disagrees with what you believe. And
I know that faith is something that is personal and sometimes a sensitive subject.
From personal experience, I've been confronted and blatantly insulted for my beliefs
in many ways. I constantly see T-shirts or ·
bumper stickers that are degrading to either
·.~
sex, race or religion every day on the l!CF
campus that I find unbelievably offensive,
and I can't believe someone would find it
cute or funny. But that's not why I'm writ.i ng
this to the unknown author of"Take religion off the sidewalks," from the Oct. 3 issue
of the Future.
<,
I felt the need to let the author and others know that I do not believe·the intentions
of the scripture writing was to insult anyone. In fact, I know some of the people who ,·
did it.
.
They were excited to be able to share
some of the text they have found personally
motivating or enlightening. In.another
country, they would have been killed for
this, but America should be different, right?
I wish we lived in a time and place where
religion, faith or personal convictions could
be respected, but not at the risk of losing
the chance to share them. Where and when
did we interpret freedom of speech and religion as an amendment to keep quiet and to
outselves?
I wish more religions would write scrip...
ture on sidewalks. Seriously, you have an
opinion; share it! Muslim, Jewish, Christian,
atheist ... etc.
If we can't learn to respect and treat each
other as we would ourselves, then sidewalks <.ii
are the least of our concerns.
,)

,

- HEATHER EDMONDS

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for lengtrrammar, style and ltbel. ~end letters to ed1tor@U,CFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax th to407-447·4556. Questions? Call 407-823-6391~!CF·NEWS).
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HEATHER GLEN CROSSWORD

I _300HM!tl

Be Bach Soon

Hot Tub/Spa
.
5 person. never used, waterfall, lounger,
24 jets, 5hp pump, red wood cabinet.
Sacrifice $1495 call 863·651·3155

B~droom Set
Queensize Bd, light wood, mirror,
armoire, night stand, $ double dresser.
$250 Chris: 407-365-4981

5 Piece

- - -Pillowtop Mattress Sets ·

.

~

Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Still 'in factory plastic. Twin Sets $90, Full
Sets $100, Queen Sets $135. Can
Deliver! (407) 846-8822

,J

....
'·'

Move Out Sale! Everything has to go!
Desktop PC $870, Microwave $45, Full
Size Bed $175, etc. Email
Sebastian_Lacle@hotmail.com

U.S.AIR FORCE

1.
4.

7.
11 .
12.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.

21.
22.
23.
26.
27.

CROSS INTO Tll5 BUIE

30.
34.
1995 5spd Suzuki Sidekick
Black, so(t top, good running condition,
good tires, new starter. 166K+ miles.
$1300 OBO 407-405-6540

35.
36.

ACROSS
Evergreen
variety
Recliner,
often?
Game fish
Rumpus
Time periods
Similar
Mako's milieu
Eater's
digest?
Part of BTU
Maestro's fit?
French one
Name
Bath-day cake
Fly swatter
Passing
through
Hobnobs with
the orchestra?
Hard feelings
Cut the lawn
Boo

37. Towel marking
38. Arm of the UN
40. Sign of wealth,
to a musician?
46. Box
47. Top of the
morning?
48. Expensive ,dirt
49. Feline sigh
50. Consonance
51. Metal mold
52. Affected
53. Some fallout
54. Tibetan wild ox

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

DOWN
Pronto
French thought
Wander
Wicked person
Mountain crest
Mr. Carvey
Dust cover
come-on

Heather Glen

Apartments
1 & 2 Bedrooms

ASK ABOUT
OUR SP(CIALS!
407-657-0011
8. Japanese
native
9. Dieter!s
milk
10. Actor's
locale
·13. Ice-cream
creation
19. Young
seals
20. Mild
reproofs

-. •
Call for free list of homes In the UCF
area. We speclallze in finding UCF
students their first home, for free.
UCF alumni Nick Phillips/Bryan
Stevens KW Realty 407·810·7622

Elementary/Early Ed Babysitter
Altamonte Home Flex. hrs., experienced.
PT & Light Housekeeping
email mbrehne@cfl.rr.cor'n
- - -DEBT-FREE- FUNDING ----- I
Cash advance for your pending lawsuit.
Sell your payments for structured
settlements, business notes, receivables,
private mortgages, and other income
streams. Call today! (407)281-7841
www.pegasusfinanclng.com

•

AContracted General
Agency for

Harris Springer
$,600 Group Fundraiser Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundralslng
programs EQUALS $1',000-$3,000 In
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for up to $l>OO In bonuses when you
schedule your fundralser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser,
888·923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

•

Independent Agent ,
Representing:

Insu ranee Consultants
of Central Florida

Blue Cross
Blue Shield

227 S. Orlando Ave., 1st Floor
Winter Park, FL 32789

of Florida

(407) 740-5337 Ext.209
21003-0205

•

23. Madras
mister
24... __
House"
25. TV's
Vigoda
26. Tell's
weapon
27. Seven, to
Cato
28. That
thing's
29. Cries of
delight
31. Eliminate
32. Petty officers
33. To __ it
may con·
earn
37. Mr.
Houdini
38. Sacred
images
39. David or
Kelly
40. San
Antonio
athlete
41. Causing
puckers
42. Kind of
bean
43. Physique
44. "Don
Giovanni"
highlight
45. Onion's kin
· 46. Mineral
spring

Fax(407)740-8786

email: harris@iccf.us • website:www.iccf.us

m

MISCELLANEOUS

More

men

and

women

on

the

front

lines

are

surviving

llte-threatening

injuries

UCF Butokukan Martial Arts Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense
On campus for over 20 years and still
growing!!! Co-Ed Beginner's classes now
forming ... NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! Classes are M 6--8 PM &
W 6•8:00 PM in Student Resource
Center Auditorium (SAGA) For more info,
call Andreas at 407-257-0306 or see http:·
//pegasus.oc.ucf .edu/-butoucf/ir'ldex.htm.
Open House, Wed 8/31 &
Wed 917 @ 7:00 'PM

than ever before for one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a
U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the most advanced training and have access to the
best · medical technology on the planet. And whether you're treating Airmen on foreign
soil or their families on bases. here in the U.S., you can put all of that training to use.
If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
visit us bnline.

AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE

1- 800- 588- 5260 •

•

FOR RENT:
l~
~Roommates
PT l;labysitter needed immed. M,W
8:15am-12:30pm Winter Springs area
exp. pref. $25 a day Please Call
407-327-8020 or 321 -228-3033

3/2.5 New Townhome in Avalon Park
Two car garage, lawn inc, W/D hookup.
$1395 +sec. dep & $25 app. fee.
American Dynasty Realty 407 ·677-1177.

Pa rt'Time Assistant for busy office
approx. 25hrs/wk email resume to
preferred2@cfl.rr.com or fax to
407-306-0354 or call 407-306-0454

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Have you thought about buying
Instead of renting? Pay the same but
own your place! Call your UCF
Mortgage Company for assistance!
407-319-4730

Billion $$$ Company ExpanGls into
Florida With New Energy Drinkl Part-time
reps needed. www.fuelgoodenergy.com
or 904-980-9212.
,,__ ,,,,_,._,....................................... _________ .. ____
._____________________ ............___
Advantage One Paid Internship/PT Job
9-$12 hr+ cash bonus .
Works w/ class schedules. M-T 5-9pm. '
Same day interviewing.
•High energy/exc. comm skills needed•
Lucas Marquez: 407-618-0500 ext.2258
,_,

•

,,,,,,

Bahamas Sprihg Break Cruise!
5 Days From $2991 Include:;;
Meals, MTV Celebrity Parties! Cancun
Acapulco, Jamaica From $4991 Campus
Reps Needed! PromoCode:31
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Avalon Park & Other
Fancy Areas Nearby
Looking for an upscale
home to share with others?
Immediately Vacant Homes:
Van Sheffield Dr., Twinberry,Dr.
Willow Branch Dr., and more.
Professional Students Only.
Printed Photo: Willow Branch
407-716-6848 or 407-334-6658
http://Nancepropertylnvestments.com

------Floom--i.;-·sµii<:iaus-H:ousewTPoai:---Exc. neighborhood, 5 min from UCF,
pool table, bar, remodeled. Looking
for mature/responsible roommate.
$550/mo • utll Inc. 321·662·1515.
WATERFORD LAKES
New 3/2 close to UCF, stainless
steel appliances, $1300/mo.
Community pool, basket, tennis courts,
352-978-3831

F Student Lookingfor M/F Roommate.
1 bdr in townhouse w/ walk In closet.
10 mins from UCF. Great amenities.
Pets OK. $525 Inc. all utll.
321·945·4438

Jefferson Lofts
1 bd. In a 2/2. $600/mo, cable, all utilities
Included, Avail ASAP
Call Candace 908-672·9673
2 F roommates needed to share a 4/3
College Station Apartments
house. 1 bdrm furnished. 1 bdrm
1 bd. In a 414 all utllltles Included,
unfurnished.' It's right behind UCF
high speed Internet, cable, electric,
located in a nice, quiet neighborhood.
pool, gym. 1st/mo free! Avall ASAP··
Ample bdrms w/ walk-in closets. New
Aug.'06 $490/mo Call 612·581-4714
w/d to share. $500 per month Incl.
everything. Available now. Call Natalia at
- Room Avail. in Pegasus Connection
407-782-2375 or naty1984@yahoo.com , beginning Dec/Jan all utilities Included,
Grad/Undergrad, M/F wanted for
great roommates, clean apartment,
furnished BDRM In 3 bdrm home on
Rent $490/mo Call 407-736·10~9
. lake, 6 mlns from UCF. $500/mo
Incl. utll, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tenn~s. Call 407-832-8160 or
239·461 ·5101 or 239·633·9400.
--=R=-o_o_m_s--:1n_n_e_w--=h-o u
- s·-e-.""
F,...
u""
11_
y ...,.
fu_r_n_, heated pool: Barbecue grlll, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All utll Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212·6291.

New construction, higi'I ceilings, tile
floors, comm pool. $1650/mo
Call 732·566·4369 or 973·493-8703

Brand New Waterford Lakes Home
1 room avail. In a 312 beautiful
home. Alt of upgrades, new &
gated, S550/mo utllltles Included.
Call 407·221·9531

.........4Rnii<enew-tio..me"fr1.EaSt-Woaa·ii0-ar-··-·-

Room for Rent

water1ord Town Center, Pool Access
FREE CABl.E, Washer I Dryer
, 1500 I month. Call 3~-217-8174

in 3/2 house near UCF & Valencia. All
appliances, sem~~rnlshed, 1/3 utilities,
pool, tennis co . , .Call 561 ·965-2672

Bridgewater 4/2/2

I
j

I

Ij
I

THIS WEEK'S HOT SPOT IS:

1/1 Apartment to Sublet

Oct. Rent Free, $350 move-In fee
$835/mo Includes utll, furnished
Shuttle to UCF. 561-324-2379
-·····01rava1f..Nov·:r·10r..F.Tna(iifriiwalk-Apartments. Mins to UCF, spacious
room, private BR, quiet roommates.
Call Megan 513-227-6160
·
4/2 Pegasus Connection
1st month rent free, $485/mo.
+ Magazine subscriptions. Available
ASAP. Mike 727·946-1043.
2 Males needed for 2 rooms. $525/mo.
Includes all. Located in Alafaya Club.
Available Now. 407·313-8005.

--View all classifieds oniiiiGanYiim_e _
at www.UC" ews.coml

Spring Break 2006 with Student
Travel Services to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas and Florida. Are you
connected? Sell Trips, Earn Cash &
Travel Freel Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 800·648·4849
www.ststravel.com.

FREE T-SHIRT!
@UCF

UCF Area. Master Suite in 4/3/2 home.
Huge walk-in closet & room, luxurious
bathroom. $495/mo Incl. util. no lease
reqd. Call 407-62_
5·0238

1 BR/1 Bath Apt in Arbour Apts.
$625/mo includes cable. Pet allowed.
Big Walk-In Closet. 407-273-3527

Fizz-Focus-Fuel Goodl ·
Looking for serious lndlvlduals to
market new energy drink. This
product category did $8.8 billion In
sales last yr. Visit www.·
darrenandkeema.greatenergytoday.·
com or leave a volcemaU message at
(800)·270·0125

Prices include:
Round-trip lu>1ury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgraqe.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
· www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Cancun from $499

AND YOU MAY WIN A

$400/mo. incl util. No lease.
Non-refundable $100 security dep.
Call 407·232·1802 (cell)
407-380·4892 (work)

DATA ENTRY. Work from anywhere.
Flexible Hours, $$ Great Pay $$
Personal Computer Required. Serious
inquiries Only. (800)873-0345 Ext. 499.

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Days/6-Nights

~.

Female Roomm1;1te Needed

·seau"fffuT·472-·1·;;-wa:iertcfra·Iai<es

$189
$239

Place your ad in mi nutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classlfleds@UCFnews.com
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

6n CAU6HT W11H THE/

Room for rent In a gated community
UCF area w/ 3 female co-eds. Need
good study habits, we do have a dog
but no personal pets. $400/mo, 1/4
utllltles, Call 954·796-1481
-----·-:i-;:·w:r.- ·.:ins -&s'tlare'd6ii8Viiii___

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
Looking for people to hand out flyers.
for rent. $695 to $1295. View o'u r
$8.50/hr. 321-287-0757
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407·629·6330.
----·-sa1es-anci "iVfana9eme.ili-PosTifoils--~ · , RE/MAX 200 Realty
planning period up to 6 mos. Relocate to •
Naples, Fl. Qualification Fine Art or Sales_
E. ORLANDO - Brand new 41212,
Major. Excellent·compensation &
1950sf, near UCF & 417. Lg. Famlly
benefits. Contact Ramez or Julie
room. All appliances. Spilt Plan.
407-629-6308 fax 407-629-9206
$1490/mo 407-375·4517
P:ull Time Experienced Painters Needed. j
$10-$12/hr. leave a message at
l W/ hardwood floors, fireplace, new paint,
407-880-8604
1
& great location. $1500/mo + util.
Front Desk Assistant needed for apt.
Avail. immediately. 305-206-3831
complex In Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-9057

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK

J

THURSDAY @ JAVA CITY

FROM 2:00PM·3:00PM
Official Rules: Limited while supplies l?st. Do not ,contact office. If caught at.the listed
location and time reading the Central Florida Future, reader may be approached by a
Central Florida Future staff member to receive a free Central Florida Future t-shirt.
Check each week for a new location and time.

October 6, 2005 • (entraf :.Jlon'ba 1utun
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NISSAN

,

Leather Strap Steering Wheel w/ Audio Control,
8-Way Power Seat, Keyless Entry and Alarm

(,,

Stk #6N30241:?
Stk #6N301461

Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tilt Steering Wheel
/
FROM ONLY

+

$
· Large Inventory Available For Immediate Delivery.

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Keyless Entry, 4 Wheel Disc ABS Brakes
Cruise Control, Dual Exhaust, Remote Trunk Release
++

$

FROM ONLY

+

A/C, AM/FM, CD Player,
Power Steering,_
'Power Locks

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tilt Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels
FROM ONLY

Model Code:04415

+24-month closed~nd lease with $2,600 total due at lease inception, which includes: First payment of $199, security deposit of $0 and cash or trade equity of $2,401. All advertised pricing
does not include tax or tag. 12,000 miles per year, any overage will be $0.15 per mile. Wrth approved credtt to qualified buyers, 750 Beacon Credtt Score required. Severity of credit may
affect down payment and APR. All bankruptcies must be discharged. $500 college grad discount requires a2or 4year degree. Must be withintwelve months of graduating or within 2years
after graduation to qualify. Financing must be through Nissan. ++All prices plus tax,tag and title. $500 college grad d~OO\lnt requires a2or 4year degree. Must be wtthin t.velve months of graduating~ '
within 2yealS after graduation to qualify. Financing must be through Nissan. The College Grad Rebate is induded inthe purchase price advertised. +++ Savings based on dealer disc0unt and/or factory
rebate. Exam~e: 2005 Nissan Xterra includes factory rebate of $1,000 and/or dealer d~oount of $2,000 off M.S.R.P. All rebates and incentives ass~ned to dealer. All offelS are not to be used in conjunction.
All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures forillustration purposes only. Not responsible fur iypographical errors. Dealer fee of $496.55 is included in advertised prices.

TEST DRIVE AMAZDA TODAY.
+All prices ~us tax, tag and t~e. Must finance Mazda 6i and Tribute i through Mazda American Cred~. Not all buyers will qualify. All offers not to be used in confunction. All re~les and
incentives assigned to dealer. All 'vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors.
·

SALE HOURS:

SALE HOURS:

Mon-Fri 9-9 -Sat 9-8 -Sun 11-6

Mon-Fri 9-9 -Sun 11-6

SERVICE HOURS:

SERVICE HOURS:

Mon-Fri 7-6 -Sat 8-5

NISSAN

Mon-Fri 7-6 -Sat 8-5

~ ~ '£~14

•1£1 Ef$; •

H WV 436 Between Colonlal & University Blvd. Next to Classlc Mazda East

HWY 436 Between Colonlal & University Blvd. Next to Classic Nissan

·1 ..;ssS-NEW-N ISSAN

1-800-639-7000

www.classicnissan.com

1-888-639-6477

www.classicmazdaeast.com.

.rnazca·

{

